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Zoning board denies
request for car wash

Poll: High
approval
follows
Clinton

Advocates,
legislators
debate bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Several versions of a proposal in the General Assembly to
provide immunity to parents
who abandon newborns may
get hung up on the question
of whether evidence of child
abuse would go unpunished.
At least four bills have been
filed to let a birth mother give
up a child without legal consequence. Rep. Jodie Haydon.
D-Bardstown, said he was
motivated by stories about
infants found abandoned in
dumpsters or on church
doorsteps.
"I'm not out so much to
prosecute as I am to find a
home for that unwanted baby,"
Haydon said Wednesday during a meeting of the interim
Health and Welfare Committee.
Secretary Viola Miller of the
Cabinet for Families and Children said she would like to
see some consequences if it
is determined that an abandoned infant has also been
abused. "There may be other
children at home that (perpetrator) may be going back to,"
Miller told committee members.
The legislature will return
to complete its short session
on February 6.

Tonight.. Periods of rain,
possibly mixed with sleet late.
Low in the mid 30s. North wind
5 to 10 mph. Chance of rain
90 percent.
Friday...A mixtire of rain.
Snow and sleet changing to
all snow early. High in the mid
30s early. then falling temperatures. Chance of precipitation
90 percent. Snowfall accumulations around one inch expected.
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WASHINGTON (AP) -President Clinton prepares to
leave office with some of the
highest job approval ratings
of any president in the last
half century, says a new poll.
But people still have their
doubts about him personally.
An ABC News-Washington
Post poll released Wednesday night showed that 65 percent approve of his job performance, about the same as
the job approval rating Ronald
Reagan had at the end of his
term. They had the highest
end-of-term ratings of any presidents in the last half-century.
The approval of Clinton's job
performance has tracked closely with public perception of
economic conditions. As the
economic recovery began to
gain momentum in the summer of 1996, the president's
approval rating crept above
60 percent.
The public's view of Clinton is sharply divided along
partisan lines, with 93 percent of Democrats approving
of his job performance and
only 32 percent of Republicans.
Clinton gets positive marks
from different groups.
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Murray Police Department vehicles block the entrance to
Firstar Bank Wednesday afternoon as they investigate
a bomb threat to the facility.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
In June 1997, the Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments granted a conditional use permit to National
Car Wash to construct an automated car wash at
222 S. 12th St.
Plans for the project, however, fell through.
In January 2001, the BZA seems to have changed
its mind about putting a car wash in that particular area.
- The board voted unanimously Wednesday to deny
a request by Martin Miller to obtain a conditional
use permit to construct and operate an automated
car wash on properties at 218 and 220 S. 12th St.
The two properties are currently occupied by
houses, which realtor Linda Houck, speaking on

Martin's behalf, said would have been purchased
and then torn down to make room for the car wash.
"I just wish in hindsight that the other one hadn't been approved," Houck said, referring to the National Car Wash request. "I think he (Martin) felt comfortable seeing that the last one passed."
Two, surrounding property owners, Virginia
Buchanan, 219 S. 13th St., and Brian and Amy
James, 213 S. 13th St., attended Wednesday's meeting to express opposition to the project.
• "I-don't want a car *ash in my back door:" Buchanan
said. "The old house is exactly behind mine."
"I don't think I'm particularly fond of the idea,"
James said. "It would be kind of unsightly, and it

Bomb threat
disrupts service Ashcroft offers pledges

By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
One of the qualities Firstar Bank market president Andy Graham says he admires most in his employees is a good sense of
humor, and that was important in the face of a scare the bank
received Wednesday afternoon.
At about 2:50 p.m., the bank's Paducah headquarters received
a bomb threat call about the Murray branch, located on the southeast corner of 12th and Main streets. After getting notification
from Paducah, Graham told all the employees to calmly get out
of the building.
"We were calm about it, but we didn't waste any time getting
out.- employee Brian Anderson said. "He didn't tell us why we
were leaving, but he didn't need to."
Murray Police Department officers arrived at the bank and
spoke with Graham about five minutes after the call, and officers
Alvin Parham and Steve Robinson went inside with the manager
to inspect the building.

• See Page 2

•See Page 2

as prospects improve
WASHINGTON (AP) — As his
prospects for confirmation as attorney general improved, John
Ashcroft promised on Wednesday
not to seek Supreme Court reversal of a woman's right to abortion and pledged to defend the
constitutionality of gun controls
he had opposed in the Senate.
Ashcroft picked up his first
Democratic vote when Sen. Zell
Miller of Georgia announced his
support. Other Democrats on the
Judiciary Committee predicted
Ashcroft's confirmation in the evenly divided Senate.

Under detailed questioning by
skeptical Democrats, the former
Missouri senator reaffirmed his
personal opposition to abortion.
But he emphasized that he had
no intention of attempting to get
the high court to reverse the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade abortion
decision, which he once called "a
miserable failure."
"The Supreme Court very clearly doesn't want to deal with that
issue again," Ashcroft said, adding
that pressing the matter would risk
undermining the "standing and prestige" an administration has in argu-

ments before the high court.
With a long line of women's
rights, civil rights and gun control groups waiting to testify against
Ashcroft later in the week, there
were favorable signs for him as
he completed his testimony during the second day of his confirmation hearings.
The panel also heard from two
black congresswomen, Reps. Maxine Waters, D-Calif„ and Sheila
Jackson-Lee.
D-Texas,
who

II See Page 2

Three UK candidates
begin campus visits
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gregory Geoffroy was asked
what three words best describe
his personality and management
style.
"High-energy, enthusiastic,
organized and efficient," said
Geoffroy, provost and vice president for academic affairs at
the University of Maryland.
"Wait a minute, that's four. Can
I have four?"
Geoffroy, one of three finalists to replace outgoing University of Kentucky President
Charles T. Wethington, visited
campus Wednesday to meet with
and answer questions from faculty, staff, students, alumni,
administrators and members of
the school's board of trustees.
Jon Whitmore. provost of the
University of Iowa, was scheduled to visit the campus on
Thursday. Lee Todd, a Hopkins
County native and senior vice
president of Lotus Development
Corp., is scheduled to go through
the public interview process on
Friday.
The school's presidential

search committee originally said
it would interview all three
finalists this week and possibly make a selection at a special meeting Friday night. But
board of trustees Chairman Billy
Joe Miles requested the meeting be rescheduled to Jan. 23.
The nine-month presidential
search is considered crucial to
the university's stated goal of
making itself into a Top 20
public research university by
2020.
"I enthusiastically support
Kentucky's Top 20 goal," Geoffroy told Senate Council representatives during a 90-minute
lunch session Wednesday. "It
will be a stretch to get there,
and a lot of things are going
to have to fall into place for
it to happen. But it can be
done, and I look forward to
the challenge of helping ensure
that it does get done."
Geoffroy, 54, was born in
Hawaii but lived in Louisville
from age 3 until he graduated
from the University of Louisville
in 1968 with a bachelor's degree

in chemistry.
"In my younger days, I was
a huge UK basketball fan and
used to listen to the broadcasts
of all the games on the radio,"
he said. "Then I went to U of
L — and, of course, all that
changed."
After college, he served two
years in the Navy, then earned
his doctorate in chemistry from
the California Institute of Technology in 1974. He began teaching chemistry at Penn State
University that year, eventually heading the chemistry department and rising to dean of the
school's Eberly College of Science.
Geoffroy has served as
provost, the second-highest ranking official, at Maryland since
June 1997. During that time,
he has helped the university
secure research and grant money,
overseen the creation of research
centers and spearheaded development of the school's 10-year
"master plan."

M See Page 2
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LOCAL QUEENS,..Calloway County High School voted its basketball homecoming court. with the queen to be crowned at
this Friday night's game. Candidates are (back row) Kacey
Stark, Whitni Steele, Lisa Arnold, (front row) Jayme Gordon,
Lora Sexton and Raegan Morton.

UNLOADING
SUPPLIES...
Volunteers and employees of the Calloway
County Jail, as well as
some members of the
Class D Felon Program,
joined forces to unload
a Paschall Truck Lines
trailer of food and other
goods for Need Line
Wednesday
morning.
The
social
service
agency, which lost its
the
home
during
December Weaks Center fire, is currently
operating from two
houses owned by Grace
Baptist Church.

Added session shows
hole in ethics law
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Lobbyists won't be filing monthly reports
on how Much money they spend to
influence the 2001 General Assembly
under -0,h-at some say is a newly revealed
flaw in the ethics law.
"We will ultimately know what has
been spent to lobby. We just won't.
know it as soon as we would in an
even-year session," said Anthony Wilhoit, executive director of the ethics
commission.
In even-year legislative session, lobbying groups are required to file monthly disclosure .reports with the Legislative Ethics Commission.
The ethics law, which was approved
in the early 1990s, didn•t take into

BERNARD KANE
Ledger & Times photo

4

account the possibility that voters would
amend the constitution to allow for
odd-year meetings of the legislature. Wilhoit said._
In odd years, the law only requires
lobbyists and lobbying groups to file
reports on Jan. 15, May 15. and Sept:
IS.
'As a practical matter, most of the
session this year will he in February:.
Wilhoit said.
More frequent reporting during a
session is an important way for the
public to keep track of what's really
happening in Frankfort, Said Bill Lear,

II See Page 2
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Jackson admits to
extra-marital child

a former state representati%e who
was a key architect of the ethics
law.
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Civil
The reports require businesses,
associations and other groups to rights activist Jesse Jackson reshow how much they've spent on vealed Thursday that he had an exlobbyists' salaries, receptions and tramarital affair that resulted in the
meals for legislatures and other birth of a daughter. "I fully accept
responsibility and I am truly sorry
expenses. Groups also are asked
to diselose which bills they've for my actions," he said.
Jackson, a Baptist minister and
been following.
"More things change more one-time aide to Martin Luther
quickly during a session," Lear said. King Jr.. issued a statement admit"So there's a greater need for dis- ting that he fathered the child, now
closure."
20 months old, and has provided
Wilhoit said the ethics com- "emotional and financial support"
mission has drafted a bill that since her brmr. "As her mother
would require monthly reporting does, I love this child very much,"
for lobbyists. The bill has not been he said.
"I was born of these circumfiled yet.
and I know the importance
stances,
Richards,
House Speaker Jody
up in a nurturing, supgrowing
of
meathe
said
Green,
-Bowling
D
sure could be passed as an "emer- portive and protected environment,"
gency clause" and take effect when Jackson said. "So I am determined
to give my daughter and her mother
the governor signs it.
-I think the House can pass the privacy they both deserve."
something like that pretty quickJackson did not say why he isly. I can't imagine anyone being sued the statement. His New Yorkagainst it," said •Richards.
based spokesman, John Scanlon,
Senate President David Williams, said later that Jackson acted to get
R-Burkesville, said he is willing out in .
fropt, of 4n2icipatpil tabloid,
- to-add ah-amendrnent to an ethics reports about the child, who Scanbill, Senate Bill I, to close the lon said was the result of an affair
reporting loophole.
Jackson had with a woman who
The first round of 2001 lob- worked in the Washington office of
bying reports, which were due Tues- Jackson's advocacy group, the
day, show lobbying groups spent Rainbow-PUSH Coalition.
more than $1.1 million during the
"He's obviously concerned for
four months leading up to the
2001 session:That is less than the _
$1.6 million spent in the four
months leading up to the 2000
session.
From Page 1

Bomb
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Meanwhile, the other employhuddled across the street outside the vacant Republic Bank in
near-freezing temperatures to wait
for the outcome.
"We'll go inside and look for
anything out of place, like a bag
or a purse," Sgt. Eddie Rollins
said of the bomb threat procedure.
"Every bomb threat is considered
serious...Fortunately, most times
call-in threats are just that: callin threats. But it's still very nervewracking for the Officers inside.
In the back of your mind, you
don't want to believe a bomb's
there, but you really don't know
for certain."
. As time passed, more units
including the Murray Fire Department and emergency medical services arrived at the scene.
Finally, at about 3:36 p.m., 40
ees

Introducing

his family, for his child and the
child's mother," Scanlon said.
"This is no time for evasions, denials or alibis," Jackson's statement
said. "No doubt, many close friends
and supporters will be disappointed
in me. I ask for their forgiveness,
understanding and prayers."
Jackson was a steadfast presence
at President Clinton's side as the
president struggled with the public
revelation of his affair with Monica
Lewinsky and the impeachment
proceedings that followed. It was
Jackson who went to the White
House to pray with Clinton's family
on a grim weekend in August 1998,
as Clinton admitted the truth to his
wife and daughter and, in a nationally televised speech, to the nation.
Last August. Clinton awarded
Jackson the Medal of Freedom, the
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
nation's highest civilian honor. At
LOW STAKES...Boulders Cafe was the scene for a post-lunch game of bridge for friends
that time, Jackson lavished praise
Wednesday afternoon as these ladies let someone else do the dishes while they enjoyed the
on his wife, Jackie, and his five
children for supporting him in his
game.
long civil rights career.
"I have asked God and each one
of them to forgive me, and I thank
each of them for their grace and understanding throughout this period
of tribulation," Jackson said. "We
From Page 1
tioning. Another, Susan Collins of
have prayed together, and through From Page 1
opposed Ashcroft based upon his Maine, acting at the request of
God's grace we have been reconcil- would add to the traffic."
'President-elect Bush's transition
ing."
Concerns were also raised that civil rights record.
"I would not vote to confirm team, appeared as _a witness to
since the car wash would be autowho I thought was a heartily endorse Ashcroft. Repubmated, it would be a 24-hour busi- someone
bigot or would hamper the cause lican leader Trent Lou predicts all
ness, which concerned not only
of African-Americans," Miller, who 50 GOP senators will back Ashcroft.
surrounding residents, but the BZA
is not on the committee, said in
Some Democrats expressed new
minutes after the original call, Gra- as well.
when
him
a
believe
about Ashcroft. "I see a
statement.
doubts
ham emerged from the bank with
"Just by virtue of its being
he
says
he
...
will
the
metamorphosis going on.
enforce
of
kind
the two officers, giving the employ- there, a car wash is a 24-hour
ees a chance to take a collective operation," board member Scott laws of this land, even those he ... Somebody who has been realdisagrees with."
ly on the far right ... is now maksigh of relief. But not for long.
Seiber said. "In fact, I don't know
Herb
hearing,
the
Sen.
In
both
a change," said Diane Feining
"What are you guys doing stand- of any that aren't."
Joseph
D-Wis.
Sen.
Kohl,
and
of California. "Frankly, I
stein
said.
Graham
here?"
around
ing
Seiber, who cast the motion to Biden, D-Del., said Ashcroft probwhat to believe."
know
don't
"We've zot 20 minutes of work deny the request, said he is conbe
far
So
would
ably
confirmed.
by Feinstein,
questioning
Under
left!"
cerned about the aesthetics of that
Graham gave his employees the particular portion of 12th Street. only Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., Ashcroft said that, if confirmed,
is openly committed to opposing he would defend the constitutionoption of leaving immediately or
"What you'd be doing is tak- him. To block him in a Senate
ality of gun controls he had opposed
staying to close their windows, ing two houses and turning them
50-50,
would
split
Democrats
need
a senator, including Feinstein's
as
and in either case, "come back into asphalt and concrete," Seiber
help from Republicans.
proposal to extend the racketeerwith a fresh start in the morn- said. "That's not what I'd like to
But Ashcroft made visible
laws to cover gun crimes.
ing."
see happen to that part of 12th progress among GOP moderates. ing
also pledged, as has Bush,
He
"Any time something like this Street."
One, Arlen Specter of Pennsylva- to back reauthorization in 2004 of
happens, it's a hardship on the
In other business, the BZA nia, seemed pleased with Ashcroft's
an assault weapons ban that in
employees and the customers," granted approval to Pocket's Shell
mild line of ques- 1998 he called "wrong-headed."
his
to
answers
Graham said. "I think it's pretty Food Mart at 1201 Chestnut St.
petty to make these kind of threats." to add a I6-square-foot sign to
Murray Police Department's their existing sign located on the
investigations division, in con- 12th Street side of the building.
junction with Paducah authorities,
The new sign will advertise that
will be in charge of following up there is a Murray Bank ATM inside
Murray Police Department
on the bomb threat.
the business.
• Kyle Green, 20, Benton, was arrested for public intoxication after a
Since the existing sign is already
related car theft from the Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity house. Green
184-square-feet, well over normal
had taken a black 1989 Chevrolet pickup in the company of several fecity regulations, the BZA gave the
males at approximately 3:45 a.m. from the house. Green then contacted
business two options.
the department to notify them he had wrecked the vehicle at 1824 HighThe first is to subtract elements way 641 in the ditch and was subsequently arrested. He was released
from the existing sign that would Thursday morning on alcohol intoxication release.
allow the new Murray Bank sign
• Charles Burton, 33, Bell Buckle, Tenn., was arrested for DUI under a
to be added and keep the 184- commercial driver's license. Burton is lodged in the Calloway County Desquare-foot size.
tention Center with no bond set as of9:30 a.m. Thursday.
The second is to allow the busiCalloway County Sheriff's Office
ness to add the new sign to what
• An accident at the 3.549 mile point on Dunbar Road resulted in one
is already there, but place a restric- injury after Nicole Conkright's 1986 Pontiac Grand Am slid on slush
tion that any reworking of the cur- while attempting to avoid a 1988 Ford F-100 driven by Dale Clayton, 230
rent sign or the addition of any Pineview Drive, New Concord. Conkright, 18, 474 Waterway Trail, New
other free-standing signs will have Concord, then spun and hit Clayton's vehicle, sending both automobiles
to measure in at 150-square-feet down an embankment. Conkright was transported to Murray-Calloway
or less.
County Hospital by ambulance, where she was treated and released for a
left collarbone.
fractured
MURRAY
(information gatheredfrom reports, citations and logsfrom respective
agencies.)

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
FUNERAL HOME
of Callozvay County
"Fulfilling Your Need With A Personal Touch"
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From Page 1
"At any institution, the first
step toward progress is building
several pillars of strength," he said.
"Once you have those pillars where
you want them, you start building
on other areas around them."
Geoffroy said one of his greatest strengths as a leader is in

motivating others around him to
work together as a team to get things
done.
Geoffroy said he knows enough
about the current investigation of
the school's football program to
realize that it could be one of his
most pressing priorities should he
take over as president when
Wethineton steps down in June.

It's Time To Try Thai
Thai's Corner Restaurant Now Open!
'Thai food is something magical,' It is
internationally famous.
Whether chili-hot or comparatively
bland, harmony is the guiding
principal behind each dish.
Aquatic animals, plants and herbs
are major ingredients.
Come dine with us for lunch or
dinner. We're sure you'll be back!
Hours: Mon.-Sun. Lunch 11-2:30, Dinner 4:30-9:00,
10 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Thai's Corner
Restaurant
Located Next To Gold Rush
753-3328
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E)E" TI—IS
Howard Ross
Howard Ross, 81, Lone Oak, died Tuesday. Jan. 16, 2001, at 9:35
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired as general foreman with Union Carbide Nuclear
Division after 31 years of service. A Navy veteran of World War II.
he served on the USS Nicholson Destroyer for four years. He was a
member of Lone Oak United Methodist Church. and a 60-year member of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons of Calloway County.
Mr. Ross was the son of the late Roy Ross and Nina Harrison
Ross. One brother also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara N. Johnston Ross, to
whom he had been married for 56 years; his stepmother, Mrs. Eula
Fan-is Ross, and one brother, Rex G. Ross, both of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Mary K. Rudolph. Reidland; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner &
On Funeral Home of Paducah. Dr. Rick Dye and the Rev. A.D.
Rudolph will officiate. Entombment will be in the mausoleum at
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak United Methodist
Church Building fund, 3835 Old Highway 45, Paducah, KY 42001,
or Paducah Cooperative Ministry, 1359 South Sixth St., Paducah, KY
42003.

Charles Raymond Markuz

Mrs. Lois Luvean Maupin

Charles Raymond Markuz, 83, Main Street. Hazel, died Wednesday, Jan. 17, 2001. at 7:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was married in 1949 to the former Laura Eliz.abeth Jenkins,
who died Jan. 8, 2001. Also preceding him in death were one sister,
Mrs. Ann Sarra, and two brothers, James Markuz and Matthew Markut.
Born Aug. 8, 1917, in Wilkins Township, Pa., he was the son of the
late Michael Markuz and Kathryn Klaniz Markuz.
Mr. Markuz was employed for 34 years with Bendix Factory,
Detroit, Mich. He was president of Local 104, World War 11 veteran
receiving the Purple Heart, and a member of Revere Wood Lodge 538
of Free and Accepted Masons, Detroit.
Local survivors include eight nieces, Debbie, Allie and Beth Hillard,
Linda K. Harding, Kathy and Kaylee Ligon, Hilda Orr Miller and
Heather Ray; six nephews, Morris, Mike, Kenny and Tommy Jenkins,
Eddy Holley and Terry On; two half brothers, Michael Canich and
wife, Kay, and Nicholas Haramija and wife, Mary. all of Michigan.
Graveside services will be Friday at 10 a.m. at Hazel City Cemetery. The Rev. Jamie Mandrel' of North Fork Baptist Church will officiate.
A pallbearers will be Nicholas Robert Haramija, Bill Kane, Steve
Smith, Kenny Jenkins, Tom Jenkins and Roy Paschall. Honorary pallbearers will members of the Men's Adult Sunday School Class.
Visitation will be at McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., from 4
Charles Phil Gross, 73, Sherwood, Mich., died Monday, Jan. 15, to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
2001, at 4:25 a.m. at Metro Hospital, Grand Rapids, Mich.
He had retired from UPS in Michigan after 35 years of service.
Mrs. Louise Phillips, 79, Lakeland. Fla., formerly of Murray, died
He
was born May 19, 1927, in Jonesboro, Tenn.
Wednesday, Jan. 17. 2001, at her home in Lakeland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geneva Frances Rose Gross, to
arrangements.
of
charge
in
Murray
is
Miller Funeral Home of
whom he was married Dec. 31, 1948; three sons, Gehry C. Gross and
-wife, Suzanne, Schoolcraft, Mitb., any R. Gross and w"ife, "Gail.
Battle Creek, Mich., and Darryl F. Gross and wife, Teresa, Sherwood.
Great Tires * Great Price * Great Selection
Mich.; one brother, Wesley Gross, Nashville, Tenn.; seven grandchildren, Evan, Dana, Abby, Brady, Justin L., Lucas and Seth Gross; two
MAKE US YOUR FIRST CHOICE! 10
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Teachers get ready — the next ment of Education for three hours
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and Gary Dietloff
Internet Stock Market Game is of professional development credwill officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
about to begin. Murray State Uni- it. A guest speaker will be pres400 Industrial Rd.• Murray •753-1111
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 2 to 8 p.m. Friday.
versity's Center for Economic Edu- ent to bring investment strategies
cation invite teachers to visit their and a light dinner will be procampus Jan. 22, for a free work- vided.
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
Registration is required and
shop that will get them and their
students in grades 5-12 ready to should be completed as soon as
make trades on the Stock Market possible to ensure a spot.
For more information or to regGame Worldwide.
The workshop will be held from ister for this free workshop con4 to 7 p.m. in Room 202, Busi- tact Brown in Murray at (270)
762-4277
Or
email:
ness Building North.
Competition in the Stock Mar- barry.brown@murraystate.edu. Janket Game Worldwide involves 10 ice Vaughn, EconomicsAmerica
weeks of trading activity offered field director, is also accepting
during both the fall and spring registrations at (270) 395-4997 or
jvaughn5@apex.net.
semesters.
Game dates, additional inforWhen trading begins, students
are given a hypothetical $100,000 mation and on-line registration is
to invest in common stocks. They posted on the EconomicsAmerica
form investment teams and work website at www.econ.org.
cooperatively to research companies on-line, select profitable stocks,
buy and sell on-line and make ongoing decisions about their portfolios.
Students compete for statewide
and regional prizes. A "Teachers
Play Free" competition is availDENHAM, England (AP) —
able during the spring semester.
Oscar-winning actor Sir John Mills,
Additional features of the Stock
Market Game Worldwide program 92, and his playwright-wife Mary
include on-line student activities Hayley Bell celebrated 60 years
in the new "Market Mysteries" of marriage by renewing their vows
lessons and an investment research on Tuesday in a long-awaited
church wedding.
contest for students.
Mills and his wife, who is 89,
"Free materials, classroom lesrenewed
their vows in a special
teacher
and
sons on CD-ROM
training with hands-on support will service at St. Mary's Church, next
be provided to each participant," to their home in Denham, in southsaid Barry Brown, coordinator of ern England.
the MSU Center for Economics
Investments Since 185-1
Education. The workshop is
DepartKentucky
by
the
approved
Mrs. Lois Luvean Maupin, 88, Oaks Country Club Road, Murray,
died Wednesday. Jan. 17, 2001, at 11:45 p.m. at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Martha Jackson of Murray.
She had retired from Houston-McDevitt Clinic Inc., after 31 years
of service in the pharmacy department. She was a member of First
Baptist Church and of the Lydian Sunday School Class of the church.
Born Nov. 12, 1912, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Harry Shelton Rowland and Rhoda Elizabeth (Betty) Allen
Rowland.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Martha Jackson and husband,
Willie, Murray, and Mrs. Letitia Johnson, Fort Walton Beach, Fla.;
two sons, Jerry Maupin and wife, Jeanne, Murray, and Dale Maupin
and wife, Jackie, Wichita, Kan.; two sisters, Mrs. Pearline Edwards,
Paducah, and Mrs. Syliva (Toopie) Thomas Moore, Murray; 13 grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Wendell Ray will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Saturday.

Charles Phil Gross

Mrs. Louise Phillips

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

MSU to host Internet
Stock Market Game

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Girdavvothoses

STARTS FRIDAY • JANUARY 19

Mills, Bell

celebrate 60th
anniversary

Stock Market
Report

CHEROKEE 1111,13
, STEAKHOUSE
,4

Prices as of 9 AM
arc

Company

-

Located at TN/KI. State Line,
From Paris Landing 5 Miles
r)
11 On Hwy. 119. From Murray
15 min. South on 121. Follow
t
signs.

t

4

*4

Open 4:00 p.m.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.. Only

Chopped Steak Dinner
Extra large chargrilled
and lightly seasoned.
$995

Sirloin Dinner
'0)1

,4

:\larinatedichargrilled to
Perfection

Fri. Ni, ht S. ecials
$795
Steak Kabob Dinner

i0

Tender Steak Cubes ze/
Fresh Vegetables
OR

14

i
t9
$

ti

in &dint's nini cunt,.

Price

Dow Jones Ind Asg.
Air Products
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Firstar
Ford Motor
General Electric
General Motors
Goodrich
Goodyear
HopFed Banks
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
I,ucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc

i Thurs. Ni. ht S.ecials
$749
07

11011

Marinated Fillet
Tips

Chg.

10606.50 + 22.16
36'.44's +',
43!..67'.+ l.
41", 2'.
5
44.90 + 1.15
32".4-'s
80".
4
:.16

26"s unc
47
55%
34 -+'.
23.95 + 0.01
ll'sB 11"SA
l05'.+8'
19 -'s
10". +'.
24'. unc
18'4 um'
15.35 + 0.21
11's
82's + I '•
52",
12".
+%

95',
52'. +',.
14.77 + 0.02
-'
17%
26's
5411 ,,,

22', um

Chargrilled & sem!°per ti,,.
choice of wild rice or liilx,
Enjoy a delicious dinner
cooked to perfection in ,1
rein
Steaks an,last
better at the ranch.
"

Micro Fleece t
Pullovers

Great styles!

'
'
.
Lots of bright colors'

Reg to '56

Reg to 30

New styles'

New Spring
Sag Harbor
Separates
Reg to '40

Silverwear
Separates
Nev ctvlPsl

HIWARD
DONS
SINCE 1ms.

_

OFF
250/
o
OFF

Brushed
Sweaters

Many patterns to$
choose from!

$

Fashion
Denim

Unionbay-,
& more! Reg

Famous
Brand
Handbags
Reg to '68

k

5O?

Reg to

Lots to choose

Kentucky 50
0/
/0
0/„, Sweatshirts
Embroidered style

OFF

OFF "'

'Val '75-'195

1499
styles.

Leather
Jackets

Entire Stock'

Reg to '375

500k
OFF

Reg '45-$49'

Shirt &
(
"
"1 4AL Tie Sets
OFF

ADDMONAL

Reg to '35

/ Famous
50% Maker
Clearance

OFF

NEW Knit &
Woven

Ai

Designer
urr Neckwear

70
OFF

Already reduced'

reduced-'14" '79"

P870"

OFF

,f,.;e

OFF ALREADY REDUCED
ORKINNAL C

OFF

Reg to '98

MIGINAL

Cold
Weather
Accessories

Your favorite
designers'

Fine Gauge
Knits

0/
/0

from' Reg '36 '60

B oys
Faous
m
/
0 Maker
Clearance

$1

Reg to '48

Basic & fashion

Girls
Outerwear

FF

1799
,
50

Designer
er
Sportswear

MENS FURNISHINGS

Reg '32

Woven
Sportshirts

Designer
Suits

Entire Stock
Wool Dress
Slacks

CH1LDRENS SPORTSWEAR

Reg to '48

%crofter & plats

Reg '495

10 44

$
Fashion
Sweaters
Solids & f3ncif“

Blazers, microsuedes
& more! Reg '195-'250

From our
best designers'

Reg to '40

Girls
Brushed $1
OFF Sweaters

LADIES ACCESSORIES

Reg '27 '45

q0
,11
4 ,S28hirtS
S
R eP

10OFF

USE THESE COUPONS FOR ADDITIONAL SUPER SAVINGS!
TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

10% OFF

10% OFF

19% OPP

ANY ONE LADIES or
ACCESSORIES ITEM

rc3awsNhares
seNsk iirkgri
cI

ot vahd al

*lard *1 Lyons.. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Entire Stock
Sportcoats

Ribs, cables & more!

0/
0

2499
9

Reg '45

Reg ¶o'40

Reg to '56

Spritig
Knit Tops

Via Port®
Dress
Slacks

Solid Fashion
Sweaters

Faux
Suede
Separates

price unchanged

Our Rest Investment Is You.

Phone 901-232-6006
270-436-5566

Fashion
Sweaters

11-N,,

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

MENS SPORTSWEAR

MISSES SPORTSWEAR

Reg to '32

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in
slOCk
r -

SAVE Vt 75% THIS WEEKEND ONLY!

:Fivnleriotas
"
kr:1tion 1

ANY ONE JUNIORS or
CHILDRENS ITEM

rdawahares
coupon

or

ANY NE MENS or
YOUNG MENS ITEM

rdowahares
--miwovic,'itivez,zriv%:.
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Thanks to Officer Mike

Terptaton isiancL
u.

MESS 54,
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Powell may get shock
WASHINGTON (AP)- Colin
Powell found the culture of the State
_ _Department hard to take when he
was a soldier sizing up diplomats.
The department seemed to exist
in its own world, he observed, a
place of naive expectations and
amorphous goals, along with antiseptic words that "usually had
bloody consequences for the military."
Now it's to become his world.
Powell is a cinch to win Senate confirmation in hearings that
begin Wednesday. A Washington
insider as well as an admired public figure, Powell has been treated like magic dust by leaders in
_ both- parties.
He was named as a Cabinet
prospect by George W. Bush long
before Bush won the presidency.
He was courted for secretary of
state by President Clinton back in
1994, when Powell was leading
him and all Republican presidential contenders in polls.
Powell said no to the job offer
then, and to running for president
later.
But while the country's senior
military officer in the Persian Gulf
War is a popular choice for secretary of state, that doesn't mean
he won't get - or deliver - a
culture shock at Foggy Bottom,
home of the State Department. Nor
does it mean he'll get only easy
questions on the way.
Powell's trademark reluctance
to intervene in foreign crises without clear goals, public support and
more than enough tools to do the
job epitomizes the military mindset of the post-Vietnam era but is
not a natural fit with activist traditions at State.
Indeed, something of a role
reversal between the Pentagon and
the State Department was hinted
at in the confirmation hearing of
Donald Rumsfeld for defense secretary. Rumsfeld said he was
uncomfortable with the idea that
the nation must always be rallied
before military action.
"There are times when leaders
have to act when the public's not
there yet," he said.
Time after time in Powell's
Washington career, which includ-

ANALYSIS
CALVIN WOODWARD
AP Writer
ed stints as Ronald Reagan's national security adviser and chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under
George Bush and the early Clinton administration, Powell counseled caution.
He favored continued sanctions
against Iraq when others had given
up on them, resisted moss intervention in Bosnia and Haiti, and
passed up an early chance to intervene and perhaps help unseat Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega
before U.S. forces eventually arrested him.
Outgoing Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright, asked on CNN
to comment on the so-called Powell doctrine, said, "Life is very
different than eight years ago" and
there are times the limited use of
force works.
"I'm sure that a lot of people
think it takes gall for a mere mortal female to argue with a general, but I truly do believe that, in
this day and age, the role of the
United States makes a difference,
our engagement makes a difference, not just in terms of where
we use our military but generally
how we apply our influence," she
said.
She added, "You have to have
a choice between doing everything, the way it happened in the
Gulf War, or doing nothing."
The Powell doctrine concerns the
use of force at its core and is
meant to ensure U.S. lives are not
squandered in a hopeless cause.
But it may be an imperfect
guide to how he will approach his
new job because diplomacy sometimes does not place soldiers' lives
at stake but rather U.S. influence.
While most of his prior time
in Washington was in uniform,Powell was well versed in the ways
of diplomacy and bureaucracy in
the high reaches of foreign policymaking.

If he is true to the sentiments
in his autobiography, Powell will
recoil at the modus operandi at
State, where language is a delicate dance often meant to convey
something other than the words
used.
"I was developing a strong distaste _ for the antiseptic phrases
coined by State Department officials for foreign interventions which
usually had bloody consequences
for the military," he wrote, "words
like 'presence,' symbol,"signal,'
'option on the table,' establishment of credibility.'
"Their use was fine if beneath
them lay a solid mission. But too
often these words were used to
give the appearance of clarity to
mud."
In 1989, he opposed the State
Department when it wanted U.S.
planes to bomb a rebel-controlled
airfield during a coup in the Philippines.
"The State Department probably pictured a neat surgical strike,"
he said. "Instead, I envisioned anxious young pilots flying their first
combat missions, not precisiontooled automatons." He opted to
buzz the tarmac instead, and the
coup soon ended.
Early in his Washington years,
Powell penned a tongue-in-cheek
"Guide for Handling Disasters"
that summarized how he felt much
of government acted when something went wrong.
"Release facts slowly, behind
the pace at which they are already
leaking out to the public," it said.
"Don't tell the whole story unless
forced to do so. Emphasize what
went well, and euphemize what
went wrong. Become indignant at
any suggestion of poor judgment
or mistakes.
"Disparage any facts other than
your own. Accuse critics of Monday-morning generalship."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 17 - Chicago Tribune, on time to accept prone to error than optical scanning devices, were
Bush's legitimacy:
concentrated in poor and minority communities.
... Virtually on the eve of George W. Bush's Does it make sense, when the legitimacy of the
inaugoration, it is time, as Andrew Young said democracy's fundamental activity is at stake, to
Monday, to get beyond questioning the legitimacy stint on equipment?
of his election.
But money and technology won't solve all the
Bush is our duly elected president and. God problems.
Posting a police roadblock conspicaously on the
willing,_wilLserize-honorahly -and well for the next
way to a polling place; telling a voter with a spotfour years.
But it is time also to set about fixing those less record that he can't vote because his name is
very real flaws that gave substance to the fears of on a list of convicted felons; simply being unable
disenfranchisement and nearly created a national to find any record of a newly enrolled young voter
- all are alleged to have happened to black votcrisis of legitimacy.
ers in Florida and all, if substantiated, are sugIndeed, most of the flaws uncovered in the gestive of an effort to intimidate.
Such tactics will not yield to simple fixes.
recent election could be corrected with the appliWhat will be needed is a commitment to faircation of existing technology and enough new
money. In Florida, for example. it was discovered ness and an appreciation of what it means to feel
that punch-card voting systems, which are far more disenfranchised.

With all the pride his little 4year-old voice could muster, Austin
pointed at his shirt and said, -Look,
Mommy."
There on his chest was a gold
and black sticker badge with the
words "Murray Police Junior Officer" on it.
Before we could get settled in
a visit (children and adults) learn by examthe car, Austin began talking about Austin this afternoon about
ple.
from
one
of
our
firemen.
visit
to
and
his
"Officer Mike"
that his future plans
We are fortunate to have a welConsidering
Austin's school.
between
being
a
policecoming
community where classalternate
Officer Mike's visit was made
fireman, there is no room visits are encouraged.
man
and
a
that
even more special considering
telling what he will decide.
It was also good to hear the
his son also attends New BeginLately, though, he keeps ask- respect in Austin's voice as he
nings, so he was on both officer
ing us to call him "Buzz Lightyear described Officer Mike's visit.
and daddy patrol.
Too often, respect is merely a
of Star Command and Beyond.",
"No touching guns," Austin told
word not backed ti,l)y an, action.
.
_
me. _"Only mcann*s and daddies
- forget
If thise children have positive
AS -adtiftS-,--te tend- fo
can ,touch guns. No little people." how awe-inspiring our occupations interactions with the visitors, it is
He explained that Officer Mike can be to the little people.
likely they will learn a lesson.
puts bad people in jail "if they
I am just very grateful that
We also tend to forget that our
steal your stuff' and protects the children are very proud of us, Officer Mike didn't try to demongood people.
strate a choke hold or other physregardless of our occupations.
He then went into great detail
I'm not quite sure how Austin ical technique in front of the chilabout Officer Mike's patrol car, talk- would describe my job.
then because that would have been
ing about the lights and sirens
He knows that there -am-S-eme --Atistiols-signal to-try-out-one of
like a pro.
evenings that Daddy will come his own wrestling moves.
All this talking thanks to a few home with a newspaper in hand
brief moments of Officer Mike's complaining about something in
We need to keep in mind that
time.
the paper and Mommy has to defend our schools and daycare centers
Patrol Officer Michael Robin- why she or the reporters wrote a are not islands and that parents
son, 1 thank you for taking the story.
must take an active role in activtime out of your busy schedule
I can just picture us now. Austin ities there.
to visit with the children.
Whether coming in for a class
and I are standing in front of the
.1 thank you for giving my son class and he says, "This is my visit or bringing goodies for the
a positive experience with a police- mommy. She puts things in the children, we must support the
man.
paper -that the police and firemen teachers.
I thank you for teaching him (or fill in the blank) don't like."
Our children are in their care
about the dangers of playing with
Oh well, perhaps one day he for several hours each day, soakguns.
ing up experiences.
will understand.
I thank you for being a posiWe owe it to our children to
tive role model, showing the chilThe more positive role models be energetic participants in their
dren that-policemen are "the good we can introduce to our children, lives.
In the end, we will be glad we
guys."
the better foundation they will
I am expecting a report from have. I firmly believe that we took the time to get involved.

Inaugural quiz highlights history
(AP) - An inaugural quiz, with
selected questions and answers
taken from quizzes compiled separately by the National Archives
and Records Administration, the
White House Historical Association and the Joint Congressional
Committee on inaugural Ceremonies:
1. Who was the first president inaugurated in Washington,
D.C.?
2. Who was the first president
inaugurated for a term limited by
the Constitution?
3. Who was the youngest president-elect at the time of his inauguration?
4. When was the first inauguration under the 20th amendment
to the Constitution which changed
the date from March 4 to Jan.
20?
5. Who was the first president
to wear a beard at his inaugural?
6. How was snow removed from
Pennsylvania Avenue for President
John F. ,Kennedy's inaugural
parade?
7. Who was the only president
elected unanimously in the Electoral College?
8. When was the first inaugural ball held?
9. Where in the Constitution is
the oath of office found?
10. Who was the first president born an American citizen?
11. When did the first inauguration take place on the West Front
of the Capitol?
12. What president was sworn
in secretly two days before the
official inaugural ceremony?
13. Which inauguration was the
first to be televised?
14. Who was the first inaugurated president to be born outside
the original 13 states?

"I do solemnly
15. Who was the first vice pres- Altirmation:
ident to succeed to the presiden- swear (or affirm) that I will faithcy, taking. office on April 6, 1841? fully execute the Office of Presi16. Which was the first inau- dent of the United States, and will
gural recorded on movie film and to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect and defend the Congramophone record?
I 7.Which president was accom- stitution of the United States."
10. Inaugurated in 1837, Marpanied to his two inaugurals by a
tin Van Buren was born on Dec.
different wife?
18. Which president was the 5, 1782, in New York. All previfirst to ride to his inaugural in an ous presidents were born as British
subjects.
automobile?
11. In 1981. at the inaugura19. Who was the only 20thcentury president to walk with his tion of President Ronald Reagan.
family from the Capitol down A total 35 inaugurations were held
Pennsylvania Avenue to the review- On the East Front of the Capitol,
ing stand in front of the White from Andrew Jackson's in 1829
to Jimmy Carter's in 1977.
House?
12. Rutherford B. Hayes in
20. Who was the only president to attend two inaugurations 1877. Hayes won the Electoral
college by just one vote while losas the outgoing president?
ing the popular vote to Democrat
Samuel Tilden. He was sworn in
Answers:
in the Red Room of the White
I. Thomas Jefferson in 1801.
2. Dwight D. Eisenhower in House on March 3, just before a
195-2. The 22nd amendment to the private dinner given by President
Constitution limits a president to Ulysses S. Grant. The official ceremonies were held on March 5,
two terms.
3. John F. Kennedy at 43 years, a Monday.
13. The inauguration of Harry
236 days. Theodore Roosevelt was
42 years, 322 days old when he S. Truman and Vice President
was sworn in following the assas- Alben W. Barkley in 1949.
14. Abraham Lincoln of Illisination of President William
nois.
McKinley.
IS. John Tyler, after the death
4. 1937, the second inauguration of President Franklin D. Roo- of William Henry Harrison.
16. That of William McKinley
sevelt.
in 1901.
5. Abraham Lincoln in 1861.
17. Woodrow Wilson. His first
6. Army flame throwers.
7. George Washington drew no wife. Ellen Louise Axon, died Aug.
opposition in the Electoral Col- 6, 1914. He remarried Edith Bolling
lege in both 1789 and 1793, receiv- Galt on Dec. 18, 1915.
ing 69 votes each time.
18. Warren G. Harding,on March
8. In 1809, following the inau- 4. 1921.
19. Jimmy Carter. on Jan. 20,
guration of James Madison.
9. Article 11, section 1, clause 1977.
20. Grover Cleveland, elected
8, which states: "Before he enter
on the Execution of his office, he to two nonconsecutive terms, did
shall take the following Oath or so in 1889 and 1897.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD

U.S. SEN. JIM BUNNING

US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington'

1734 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-214-4343 (Washington'

3614 Russell Senate Office Building
‘Vashington. E).(. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

51
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
LifeHouse Care Center in its January newsletter reminds
everyone of Sanctity of Human Life on Sunday when many
churches will have classes or services on this theme. Held each
year, 2001 will mark the 28th anniversary of the 1973 Roe vs.
Wade U.S. Supreme Court decision which overturned all state
laws against abortion.
LifeHouse is a Christ-centered ministry committed to upholding the sanctity of human life by demonstrating the love of
Christ to women facing crisis pregnancies through the provision of spiritual, physical and emotional support and by procla)ming the Gospel. Angie Wyatt is executive director. For
information call 753-0700.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a family for one full size
bed and two twin size beds with mattresses, couch, chairs, kitchen
talbe and chairs, towels, wash cloths, sheets, table service and vacuum cleaner. Any one having items to donate call the Calloway
County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Auditions will be Sunday
Jackson Purchase Dance Company will hold auditions for its
upcoming touring production of "Alice in Wonderland" on Sunday
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. on the second floor of the WOW building South Third and Maple Streets, Murray. For information call
Karen Balzer, artistic director at 767-0579.

Piano competition Saturday
Murray State University Department of Music and Paducah Symphony Orchestra will co-sponsor the Young Artist Piano Concerto
Competition Saturday at 1 p.m. in the performing arts hall of
Doyle fine arts building, MSU. The public is invited and there is
no admission charge.

Parker-Carmignani
wedding vows said
Al K. Parker and Mary Cartnignani were married Monday, Jan. 1,
2001, at 7 p.m. by the Rev. Lincoln Snow at the Parker home in
Anchorage. Alaska.
Friends and family of Anchorage attended the wedding.
Mr. Parker is a masonry contractor.
He is the son of L.K. and Julia Parker of New Concord. and the
father of Bruce Parker of Murray and Jennifer Parker of Nash
Tenn.

Heisse and Bostick vows
will be said on Saturday
Jack and Rosslyn Thomas and p_rancti„Mich.,_ao4_1r...,41ad Mrs.,
Jamie Sanders and Adam McKenzle
.
Dan and Marcia Pigg of Alm Floyd Bostick kif talieer, MichThe bride-elect is a 1986 gradannounce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Toni Ann uate .of DeKlifb High School,
Thomas Heisse, to Robert Antho- DeKalb, Texas.
The groom-elect is a 1990 gradny Bostick, son of Robert Lee
and Ruth Ann Bostick of North uate of North Branch High School,
North Branch, Mich. He is servBranch, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Sanders Jr. of Murray announce the upcomMs. Heisse is thP granddaugh--ing with the. United--States Army
ing marriage of their daughter, Jamie Sanders, to Adam McKenzie,
ter of Marie and Jack Garland of at Fort
The wedding will be Saturday. son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry McKenzie of Murray.
Almo and the great-granddaughter
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hays,
Jan.
20, 2001, at 2 p.m. at Bethany
Mildred
Jones
of
Cecil
and
of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wire and the late James W. Sanders Sr.
Baptist Church, Farmington.
Dexter.
The groom-elect is grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Killin
All relatives and friends are
Mr. Bostick is the grandson
Indiana and Mrs. Velda Linn and the late Clayton McKenzie of
of
to
attend
the
wedding.
North
invited
Catherine
Baker
of
of Ms.
Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 27, 2001, at 2 p.m. at Christian Community Church, located at the corner of Glendale Road and
South 16th Street, Murray.
receptiOn will fallaVV-- the-Ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Sanders and McKenzie
vows to be said Jan. 27

BIRTHS

Singles (SOS) events planned
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will go bowling at Corvette
Lanes tonight (Friday) at 6 p.m. Saturday the group will eat dinner at 5:30 p.m. at Tri-City.with dancing to follow at The Legion,
Mayfield. For information call Barbara at 436-5032, Vicky after.-4
p.m. at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Tanner Brent Puckett

Chili supper on Saturday
Brooks United Methodist Church United Methodist Women will
host a chili supper on Friday at 6 p.m. at the church. This will
be a fundraiser for the UMW and the public is invited.

American Legion will meet
American Legion Post No. 73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at
the American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray.

North PTO meeting Thursday
North Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. in
the school cafeteria. This will coincide with the reception of Crayola Dream-Makers"Dreams, Design and Dimension" schoolwide exhibit. The public is invited to attend the school-wide art exhibits that
coincide with the PTO meeting. Refreshments will be served.

MS group will meet
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Marlane Newell at 753-0043.

Soccer Referee clinic planned
USSF Referee re-certification clinic will be Friday at 6 p.m. in
the Barldey Lecture room of Murray State University Cunis Center. Each one should bring a USSF form. For information call Ross
Meloan at 762-3735 or 753-0387.

West View plans activities
West View Nursing Home has planned activities for its residents. Friday event swill be Gospel Hour at 9:30 a.m., Devotion
with Jim Simmons at 10 a.m., Soup Sale at 10:30 a.m., Tea Social
at 2 p.m. and Holy Bear Sale at 3 p.m.

Glendale lists events
Glendale Place has planned activities for its residents. Friday
events include Exercise at 9 a.m., Devotion at 10 a.m. and Blood
Pressure Checks at 2:30 p.m. Persons are asked to wear red.

AARP MEETING...Brad Steele, center, director of MurrayCalloway County Parks, presented a detailed report on the
activities and needs of the local parks at a meeting of
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter No. 4437 of American Association of Retired Persons. Also pictured are Dr. David
Roos, left, and Jan Hough, right. The chapter will meet
Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. at Green Horse Restaurant with Nelda
Barnett. state AARP president, as speaker.

Or.

Ask James about Century 2I's
24-Hour-A-Day Selling Plan...
Anywhere In North America.

270-753-1492
centuryjob@aol.com

Crouch receives honors
Brock Alan Crouch of Murray
achieved high academic scholarship
standing during the fall semester
at Paducah Community College,
Paducah.
Crouch took a full load of
coursework while working part
time. He received a 3.75 grade point
average based on a 4 point scale
A sophomore, he is majoring in
business administration.
The Murray student is a grad-

SUBSCRIBE

COUNSELING
SERVICES AVAILABLE
For Adults & Children

Using the some prolesslonal perms you have always counted on
Shampoo, Cut & Style Included

••
>c> Family lhaircare

1-800-928-7273

50(1 Suite C N. 12th St. located behind Suhuip,I 01 mpic Plata, NIU11.1\
a.m. in 4 p.m.
Hours: him -Tues.. Thurs.. Fri. 9 a.m. in 6 p.m.:
Full Service Hair Salon • Walk-Ins Only
'Long hair, specialty wraps. color treated hair extra
Not Valid With Any Other Discounts

Tickets for the Murray High School football banquet, changed
to Sunday, Feb. 11 at 1 p.m. at Murray State University Curris
Center. Tickets are now on sale at $12.50 each and are available
by calling Janice Hedges at 753-1176, or Krista Crass at 759-1506.
Deadline for tickets is Jan. 31. No tickets will be sold at the door.

Murray Appliance
3 Day Only Sale With

12 MONTHS
NO INTEREST
Minimum Purchase $399.00

ON ALL GE & HOTPOINT APPLIANCES
OFCA

We bring good things to life.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
•
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

Save The Last Dance
PG1:3-1:10 - 3:30 - 7:10
Finding Forrester
PG13- 1:00-3:45- 7:00 -9:4
13 Days
PG13- 1:00 - 3:45- 7:00-9:4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cast Away
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:50- 7:10, 9:50
•

What Women Want
- 9:35
PG13 - 1:05
Program Information
Call 753-3314

Psgchic
Faiv
Saturday,
* 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Readings.
Demonstrations,
Booths.
Door Prizes.
Aura Photography
Iridology.
etc

Free
Lectures
Every
1/2
Hour
With S5
Admission

A Pegasus
Production .Fair

2001 (prom (preview (party
b Get Your Friends Together & Come Join In The Fun!
ORDER OR BUY YOUR TUXEDO
OR GOWN & RECEIVE

•
•

Miss Congeniality
PG13 - 1:15- 3:35 - 7:15- 9:35 •

Family Man
P013- 1:05 - 3:40. 705 -94

•

uate of Eastwood Christian Academy, Murray. He is the son of
Johnny and Linda Crouch of Murray.

PADUCAH, KY
EXECUTIVE INN
JANUARY 20 8. 21

Come join us for the Millennium Perm
Special $20.01 *

RAPE CRISIS
CENTER

MHS banquet changed

WITH APPROVED CREDIT
Jan. 20 - 22
(Open Sun.,Jan. 21.1-5 p.m.) Showcase
Dealer
FREE DELIVERY
212 E. Main • Murray • 753-1586

Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Brent Puckett of 97 Karen Faye Ln., Hardin.
are the parents of a son, Tanner Brent Puckett, born on Wednesday.
Jan. 3, 2001, at 1:26 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
• The baby weighed six pounds 15 ounces and measured 19 inches
The mother is the former Jennifer Lynne York. Two sisters are Jayan
na Brook PuckFtt and Ariel Lashay Puckett.
Grandparents are Kathy and Willard Browning, Karen Green and
-Steve -and-Donna York, alf of Benton, an& Glenn Puckett of Calloway
County.

The
1
0
%Off
Rdirshrernts
1%111 Be
seyeed

During The Week of fan. 22 thrn 26
EXTENDED HOURS 10 A NI TIL 8 PM OR LATER
Prom Jewelry • Dyables •Prom Accessories
ALYCEM

JESSICA MeCLINTOCK0

\I (--;

.

4

•
egtstry
Ofalurray
209 N. 12th SI., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0350

0

• Bibles • Books (Free Engraving)
• Gaither Videos & Tapes
Towels & Pocket Planners
Calendar
• 2001

• 6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
•Ages 6 weeks - 12 yrs.
• Structured activities for 3 & 4 year olds
• After School Programs
• Reasonable rates

UK Apparel For All Ages
UK Gifts for Golf, Auto, Yard,
Office & Every Room in the House
UK 2000-01 Media Guides,
Posters & Prints

Owners - Robert &
"Your Complete
Gift Headquarters'•

Court square • Downtown

Featuring custom painte
FURNITURE • FL

Sheila Furche

UK & MSU Die-Cast
Collectible Car Banks

Linda Kilpatrick

Gifts in Clay, Metal, G

113 South 4th Street •
(270) 75

Murray • 753-7222

Enjoy One Free Coupon
Compliments of...
I FREE! PAY-PER-VIEW MOVIE •A $3.99 VALUE! 1I

Call now for a
great snack basket
for your super
bowl party!

(Not valid on special events.)

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone Number
Movie Title
Date Viewed
I
I

Say "I Love You" with
a beautiful basket
filled with all her
favorites!

Register to win a Valentines Basket $50 ()cane!
BRING COUPON IN TO THE STORE
1I
406 S. 12TH STREET
MURRAY,KY • 753-0300

IName

your
Press the menu button on your remote for PPV listings and ordering instructions. When
with I
Charter Communications statement arrives with the PPV movie listed, enclose this coupon
household.
per
your payment. Irs that easy!One coupon
..
.....
.....
..........
as

!Phone

orma ear,
Limousine & Van Service

You can look from A toZbut you
won'tfind any better totality and
service than knight's.

• PROMS • BIRTHDAYS • WEDDINGS
• AIRPORT SERVICE • SPECIAL OCCASIONS
tir st)de."

a/ralgoa

?et"us dOae

304 Main Street • Murray, KY
(270) 753-1300

714 N. 12th
JCPenney
Shopping Or.
Sun.-Thur.• 10-11
Fri. & Sat.• 10-12

Quality Service
an GreatSeF.ction,t
Delivering The Best
Pizza In Town... Honest!
(and, it's FREE!!!)

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.•(270) 753-5273
•

I

irrgrr",
Found at the

WILDCAT
CORNER
UK Shirts, Crum
Mugs & More!
759-0901
500 N.4th St.
Murray. Kl

•Medicine, Surgery & Dentistry
•Boarding & Grooming
•Horses & Farm Animals

,

parker-ford corn

1%T CD Nil
rwww, pacsiww

I

...products like this
at great prices!

Memory Craft 9000
The Memory Craft 9000, like other Memory Craft models, is recognized throughout thii
sewing industry for ease of operation and precise stitching. All sewing functions are easy to
access via the extra-large Visual Touch Screen. And the Memory Craft 9000 remembers your
stitch combinations so you don't have to.

Dr. Damon Eastwood
Dr Ben Character
95 Chestnut • Murray (Across from Ryan Milk Co.)
270-753-3444 • 1-800-346-8227
Visit Our Website: www designaquilt.com

RUUD
P—Equer
Rely on Rutid.
402 Pine Street
Murray

632 S. 4th • Murray • Fax/Tel. 753-2744
"Bey Sell Trade"

*HAS YOUR CABLE °fr.
SATE LL I TE PROVIDER
PUSHED YO U TO THE

LIMIT?
M, T, TH 2:30-7:00 p.m., Fri. 2:30-6:00 p.m., Sat. 10:00-5:00 p.m.
Closed Wed. & Sun.
www.KYDugout@aol.corn
e-mail
.
41441
.

THEN LET DISH METWORK AHO
BikSI_EY /q11EtitiA t SATE USTE
PUT YOU AT EASE \AIN A FREE
--DISH NETWORK SYSTEM.WE HAVE
AN OPTION FOR EVERYONE %UT n
TIMIS RUNNING OUT. CALL NOW Y

500 N. 4th St. • Murray, KY 42071
579-0901 • 1-877-455-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Ave.• Pans. Tn 38242
(901)642-4077• 1- 877-762-4066 Toll Free

High Speed INTERNET.
HIGH-SPEED INTERNET AND
CABLE TELEVISION

tee-0 so speeta

IS NOW AVAILABLE!!

sday.

OFF

%

TOREWIDE
(includingfood products)

Tree Enterprises
)4-G Chestnut Street
Dixietand Center)
753-3461

Benefit from the following: Free Installation • Competitive Rates
One Payment for all MES Services • Phones answered 24 hrs by personnel

Call Today To Make An Appointment

(270) 753-5312
ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

(270) 753-2905
Hrs: 10-9 p.m.
7 Days A Week

Serving Murray & Surrounding Areas
"Full Service Agency"
Temporary & Permanent Positions
•Secretarial • General Office/Bookkeeping •
Receptionist • Computer Operators • Etc.
7 Day Service
1303 Clayton Rd., Murray

1403 North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

•
umphreys
ing & Air
Heating & Cooling
Service — Installation

1304 F. Chestnut
Murray • 759-1141

PO Box 1095 • 401 Olive St.• Murray, KY 42071
Phone:(270) 753-5312 • Fax:(270) 753-6494

Garland
Rentals
Murray
Isniger Location

J.T. LEE,Jeweler

• Pittsburgh Paint • Rez Stains • Designer
Wallcoverings I/ Fabrics • Custom Blinds
• Carpet El Vinyl • Ceramic Tile fl Hardwood
Floors • Furniture E4 Decorating Accessories
• Wicker • Lamps El Tables

All Children's Winter Merchandise

Za4t Za4dieI 71,0tivaite4ft
Shoppes of Murray • Hwy 641 North

Decorating Center
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center • Hwy.641 S., Murray

CdAw (ly-Jmtt2

Coupor
—arry Case & 7-pc.
Quilting Kit

st Systems

1, Filter & Lube

OFF Any Perm

I For

$49.95 $11 00 Value,
Coupon expires 2/15/01

Coupon expires 2/18/01

"
:
Jem Quilting Kit Itent"
• Standard Foot
I
• 5mm Darning Foot
• Foot Holder • Even Feed
)
Foot • 114" Seam Foot
• Quilting Guide

n
Brenda's Beauty Salo
42071
Linde Jeff's Shopping Center • Murray, KY

(270) 753-4582

Visit Our Website:
www.designequilt.com
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OVC STANDINGS
All
Team
OVC
Tenn. Tech
4 -0
8- 5
Austin Peay 4-1
13-4
2-17-7
Murray St.
E. Illinois
3- 2
10-6
8-7
Morehead St. 2 - 2
10-6
SE Missouri 2 - 3
UT-Martin
5-8
1- 3
1-3
4-12
Tenn. State
E. Kentucky
0- 4
6-8

Racers
to host
Eagles
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The MurrayState Racers hope
to return to their winning ways
tonight when they host Morehead
State in the first of a three-game
homestand.
The Eagles (8-7, 2-2 OVC)
enter today's 7:30 p.m. tip-off with
confidence after defeating rival
Eastern Kentucky 91-84 Tuesday
night. It marked the second consecutive victory for Morehead,
which also downed Tennessee State
90-73 last weekend.
MSU head coach Tevester
Anderson said the Eagles' play
this season reflects the strength
of the Ohio Valley Conference.
"There's no question that our
conference is a lot tougher now
than it has been since I've been
here. And that's been six years,"
noted Anderson.
"Morehead State always poses
a threat to us. 'They:re coming in
here with a winning record and
a lot of confidence. It will be a
big challenge for our team," he
added.
Freshman swingrnan Ricky
Minard has emerged as the Eagles
leading scorer at 18.3 points per
game. He also leads the squad in
rebounding at 5.7 boards per contest. Center Kyle Umberger averages 13.3 points and 4.7 rebounds.
"With Ricky Minard, they've got
another Erik Brown on their hands,"
said Anderson of the former Morehead point guard. "He possesses
a big offensive threat to us. They're
an offensive team that can score
a lot of points."
Murray comes into tonight's
game hoping to rebound from a
79-63 loss at Eastern Illinois last
Saturday. The Racers (7-7, 2-1)
are currently in third place in the
league standings, behind league
leader Tennessee Tech and Austin
Peay.
The Racers will also face Eastern Kentucky (Saturday)and Austin
Peay (Jan. 23) on the homestand.
"This is a big homestand for
us," Anderson said. "It's important that we win at home."

Tigers stave
off sickness,
Pilots 5448
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With three-fifths of their starting lineup ill, the Murray High
Tigers got just what the doctor
ordered in Wednesday's All 'A'
Classic First Region Tournament
clash with Fulton County — a
big lead.
Point guard Kwen Trice and
forwards Anthony Cogdell and
Tom Masthay were still suffering the effects of a flu bug they
caught following last week's win
over Hickman County.
However, that didn't stop the
Murray trio- from giving their
teammates a sizable advantage
early, allowing the Tigers to preserve a 54-48 triumph over a pesky
Fulton County squad at Racer
Arena.
With the victory, the thirdseeded Tigers (9-6) will face No.
2 Mayfield in a semifinal-round
game Friday at 6 p.m. Eighthseeded Heath will battle fourthseeded St. Mary in the other
semifinal contest. The All 'A'
regional title game will be held
at approximately 7:45 p.m. on
Saturday.
Murray wasted no time in
jumping on the sixth-seeded Pilots
(4-12). Trice opened the scoring
with a 3-point basket and Blake
Rayburn followed with a layup
for a quick 5-0 lead.
Then it was Cogdell's turn.
The 6-1 junior scored the next
six points of the contest as the
Tigers appeared well on their
way to an easy victory with an
11-2 advantage.
MHS head coach Dan Hudson said the quick start was a
key to the game.
"(Fulton County is) a very
scrappy team, and they've got
three excellent athletes," said Hudson of Fulton County. "We knew
they were going to make a run.
Plus, we have some kids who
are sick. So that's why it was
important for us to get off to a
good start"
Hudson proved prophetic as
the Pilots sliced the Murray lead
to 14-7 by the end of the first
quarter. A putback from Greg
Wilson and a 3-pointer from Lamont Smith kept Fulton County
close.
The Pilots drew even closer
as Smith converted a three-point
play to - open the second quarter,
making the score 14-10. But Trice
buried a pair of jumpers and
Cogdell connected for a layup
as the Tigers led 20-13 with 4:47
remaining in the half.

Tigers 54
Fulton County 48
Fulton Co.
7 19 29 - 48
Murray
14 30 39 - 54
Fulton County (48) — O. Hendrix
13, Houston 8, Campbell, Smith
11, W. Hendrix 4, Wilson 12,
Goodman, Couch, Langford, Holloway, Freeman, FG: 19. 3-point
FG: 3 (Wilson 2. Smith 1) FT: 710 Record: 4-12.
Murray (54) — Masthay 7, Cogdell
11, Rayburn 7, Trice 14, M. Kelleher 7, Cole 4, Volp, Garland 4. FG:
20. 3-point FG: 3 (Trice 2, M. Kelleher 1). FT: 11-15. Record: 9-6.
Murray flexed its muscles late
in the half, getting baskets from
Matt Kelleher and Daryl Cole.
Trice got into the act as well,
knocking down his second longrange bomb as the Tigers carried a commanding 30-19 lead into
the halftime break.
The Tigers maintained their
lead in the third period, getting
baskets from Rayburn, Kelleher,
Cogdell and Cole. But the Pilots
were still hanging around, trailing 39-29 heading into the final
eight minutes of action.
"I wish we would have executed a little better in the second half," Hudson noted. "I felt
like we allowed them to get back
into the game a little bit."
Fulton County chopped the
MHS edge to 46-39 on a jumper
by Quintin Hendrix with 2:16left and whittled Alie lead to 5044 on a driving layup by Whitney Hendrix with 36.7 seconds
to go.
After Smith converted a pair
of free throws with 12.3 ticks
on the clock, the Tiger advantage was down to only 52-48.
But time ran out on the Pilots
as Josh Garland beat the Fulton
County defense for an easy layup
as time expired.
"We let them get close at the
end, but we still got the win,"
Hudson said.
"Anytime you get into a tournament like this, you don't care
if you win by 25 or by one.
This was a good experience for
us."
Trice led all scorers with 14
points while Cogdell followed
with 11. Three other Tigers pitched
in with seven points apiece.
Quintin Hendrix paced the Fulton County attack with 13 while
Wilson poured in 12 and Smith
11.
St. Mary 80,
Fulton City 69
The Vikings used a 23-point

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

HIGH FLYER...Murray High point guard Kwen Trice (10) skies' over a Fulton County
defender for two of his 14 points. The Tigers defeated the Pilots 54-48 to advance to
the semifinal round of the All 'A' Classic First Region tournament
effort from Ryan Cochran and 22
points from Rod Ross to defeat
the Bulldogs in Wednesday's other
quarterfinal-round game.
St. Mary (8-8) led 33-28 at
halftime and 53-44 after three
quarters, using a 27-25 scoring

edge in the fourth quarter to cap
the win. St. Mary hit 24-of-45
shots from the floor, including
9-of-20 from 3-point range.
Fulton City (4-11) was paced
by Aaron Ferrell's 26 points.
The Bulldogs were 20-of-54

from the field, but were only 6of-18 from beyond the arc.
• Girls All 'A' Classic action
resumes tonight as Murray High
battles Mayfield at 7:45 p.m.
Heath will take on Fulton City
in another semifinal matchup.

Vaughn to miss first half of season
By The Associated Press
Ever since Mo Vaughn joined
the Anaheim Angels, he just can't
shake injuries.
Vaughn, who sprained an ankle
two years ago during his first
inning with the team, will miss at
least the first half of the season
because of a ruptured tendon in
his left arm.
"As you can imagine, I'm deeply
disappointed with the news,"
Vaughn said. "Last season, the
Angels exceeded many expectations and my teammates and I
believe this year will be even better. 1 will be there for this team
any way I can in 2001."
Vaughn, 33, hit .272 with 36
homers and 117 RBIs in a careerhigh 161 games last season, his

111

1111

second with the Angels. He was
scheduled for surgery Feb. 6 at
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
Meanwhile, the big increases in
salaries kept trickling down to
players in salary arbitration, with
Arizona closer Matt Mantei getting a three-year, $22 million contract on Wednesday. Montreal second baseman Jose Vidro got $19
million and Seattle center fielder
Mike Cameron $15.5 million.
They were among six players
who filed for arbitration who agreed
to deals, with Detroit outfielder
Roger Cedeno ($2.7 million), Seattle right-hander Brett Tomko ($1.1
million) and Mariners reliever Jose
Paniagua ($837,500) getting oneyear contracts.
Of the 102 players who filed

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?
Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear

MO VAUGHN
for arbitration Monday, 12 have
settled and 90 were set to swap
figures with their teams Thursday.

New York Yankees shortstop 17 saves in 20 chances for AriDerek Jeter could set a record for zona in his first full season with
the largest salary asked for in arbi- the Diamondbacks.
tration. Jeter, who is attempting
Vidro, 26, gets $2.5 million in
to work out a multiyear contract, 2001, $4 million in 2002, $5.5
could ask for $17 million or more, million in 2003 and $7 Million in
based on Alex Rodriguez's record 2004.
$252 million, 10-year contract with
He made $365,000 last season.
Texas.
when he hit .331 with 24 homers.
Jeter set the arbitration record 51 doubles and 97 RBIs.
last year when he asked for $10.5
"I actually got a little more
million and settled at $10 million. than I was looking for," said Vidro,
Mantei, 27, was eligible for free a switch-hitter who played in his
agency after the 2001 season. He first All-Star game last season.
gets a $1 million signing bonus, "The good thing is that when the
$3.25 million this season, $4 mil- contract is up. I'll only be 30, so
lion in 2002 and $6.75 million in I can get another contract."
2003.
Cameron, 28, was acquired by
Mantei, who has a $7 million the Mariners. from Cincinnati in
player option for 2004, made the Ken Griffey Jr. trade last win$2.831,000 last year. when he had ter.

7 CELLTOUCH,inc. No Long Distance
6 Dixieland Shopping Center
$19.95
7
(flahlIncl Hardett• on Chestnut St )

1100 minutes

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

41.AftelvIVORIA61,11..,

We service what we sell!

Buy A Tanning Package & Receive
A FREE Gift.

$19.95 Digital Phone*
& Car Charger

voila* or, Mt* me year mote
lo aadt char* NM apolaol Fro Poi to ckargod 'of Nay
rminat,on of cx-mtract Irth:r
1rIurctrons may apply • Altar
rebate

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Some of the things Louisville
coach Denny Crum has been
trying to teach his young team
all season finally showed up
in a game on Wednesday night.
Reece Gaines scored 20
points and Louisville recorded
a season-high 22 assists in a
79-67 win over Houston. The
Cardinals also topped 50 percent shooting (28-of-55) for
the first time since their season-opening win at Hawaii.
"We had to eliminate bad
shots, and this is the first time
in a long time we've done
that," Crum said.

10' A MINUTE
TANNING

venzan wireless
111111111111101

Cards top
Houston

University Barber Shop
Welcome

BRIAN INGRUM

to our staff

Hours: Tues.-Fri. 7:30-5:30. Sat. 8:00-1200
Walk-Ins Welcome
753-1953
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Georgia upsets ailing Gators

SPORTS BRIEFS

By The Associated Press
Billy Don(A an doesn't expect
any sympathy from Florida's opponents, and he's not going to get
any.
The seventh-ranked Gators lost
their third starter to a major injury
when guard Justin Hamilton hurt
his left knee late in Wednesday
night's 75-72 loss to Georgia.
The Gators, who lost to Michigan State in last season's national championship game, previously
lost forward Brent Wright (foot)
and guard Teddy Dupay (back).
They are now down to seven scholarship players.
"Nobody is going to feel sorry
for us," said Donovan, Florida's
coach. "I'm sure the way other
people are looking at it is they're
saying, 'Here's a chance to get a
win."'
Georgia (10-7, 3-1 Southeastern Conference) took advantage of
the chance to match last season's
win total as Ezra Williams led the
Bulldogs with 24 points, including six down the stretch.
"There are some games you
don't deserve to win," Georgia
coach Jim 'Harrick" said. "But
thought we deserved to win this
game. We hung in there and did
a good job."
In other games Wednesday, it
was No. 1 Stanford 84, Califor-

Former Racer Hampton signs with Eagles
PHILADELPHIA — Former Murray State cornerback William Hampton signed
a two-year contract with the Philadelphia Eagles after spending the season
on the NFL team's practice squad Hampton, 25, came to the Eagles after
a stint with the Denver Broncos
Hampton, the 1995 Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Year
set a Murray State record with 19 career interceptions over tour years returning five for touchdowns in helping the Racers to back-to-back 11 -win seasons
and OVC championships in 1995 and 1996
He played the last three seasons with the CFL's Calgary Stampeders
where he collected 16 interceptions for five touchdowns while winning one
Grey Cup and playing in another CFL title game

Notice
Photographs, disks and other items that have been turned into The Ledger
Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger
office on 1001 Whitnell Ave Call 753-1916 ext 23 for more information

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored RN

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

State Auto

Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

LOCAL HIGH -SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Calloway Co. Lakers (8-4, 2-2)
Avg.
Player
G
Pts.
12
243
20.3
Mitchell McClure
12
8.0
96
Brady Harris
7.2
12
86
Patrick Greer
6.8
12
82
Clay Lamb
6.2
Jimmy Bynum
6
37
71
5.9
12
Derek McCallum
57
12
Jay Boggess
68
2.9
12
35
Todd Sexton
1.6
' 14
Trent Travis
9
1.1
7
8
Josh Young
9
8
0.9
Kelly Overbey
7
0.7
Terry Adams
5
0.7
4
Logan Walker
6
05
8
4
Seth Barrow
4
0.5
Roger Jones
2
2
0.0
Tyler Boggess
0
12
765
63.8
Team
12
Opponents
642
53,5

Murray Lady Tigers (12-3, 1-1)
Pts.
Avg.
Player
G
15
249
16.6
Ashley Tripp
14
160
11.4
Whitney Alexander
Ashley Hood
15
94
6.3
15
92
6.1
Delanda Olive
Sherrie Sexton
81
5.4
15
66
4.4
Chelsee Thompson 15
Paige Adlich
15
65
4.3
4
7
1.8
Lisa Thurman
13
Carley Faughn
6
8
3
2
0.7
Dea Martin
4
Kayla Olive
7
0.6
1
0.5
Katie Wagoner
2
7
2
Lauren Owens
0.3
7
1
0.1
Allysia Hood
Allison Cross
6
0
0.0
Enka Trenholm
1
0
0.0
Team
15
834
55.6
43.9
Opponents
15
658
Calloway Co. Lady Lakers (6-9, 0-2)
Pts.
Avg.
Player
G
14.9
Jena Thomas
15
223
15
132,
8.8
Whitney Ragsdale
13
49
3.8
Raegan Morton
Felicia Prescott
15
55
3.7
Ashley Chadwick
11
32
2.9
14
33
24
Meagan Rogers
15
2.3
Kacee Stonecipher
34
27
15
1.8
Gahm Williams
13
15
1.2
Katie Ross
8
0.9
Brittany Lamb
9
4
08
Brittany McCuiston
5
0.7
Lindsay White
3
2
2
0.3
Tiffany Cunningham
6
00
Heather Macha
5
15
41.1
Team
616
15
659
43.9
Opponents

Daryl Cote
Tom Masthay
Blake Rayburn
Matt Kelleher
Adam French
Josh Garland
Dylan Volp
Mark Daniel
Nathan Williams
Kyle Erwin
Jordan Kelleher
Team
Opponents

G
15

15
15
15
15
15
7
11
10
2
5
3
3
15
15

Pts.
256
181
150
100
98

so
23
22
10
2
2
1
0
935
851

nia 58; No. 5 Kansas 84, Nebraska 62; No. 6 North Carolina 92,
Clemson 65; No. 12 Maryland 81,
No. 10 Wake Forest 71; No. 11
Illinois 63, Northwestern 49; and
No. 15 Alabama 82, No. 21 Mississippi 63.
No. 5 Kansas 84,
Nebraska 62
Kenny Gregory had 20 points
and nine rebounds as the Jayhawks (14-1, 3-0) won in their
first home game in 31 days.
Cary Cochran scored 17 points
on five 3-pointers for the Cornhuskers (8-8, 1-2).
No. 6 North Carolina 92,
Clemson 65
Joseph Forte scored 14 points
for the Tar Heels(14-2,4-0 Atlantic
Coast Conference), who had a season-high 12 3-pointers in winning
their 11th straight.
Will Solomon had 17 points
for the Tigers (10-7, 1-3), who
are 0-47 all-time in Chapel Hill.
No. 15 Alabama 82,
No. 21 Mississippi 63
Erwin Dudley scored 24 points
and Tank London had a careerhigh 18 as the Crimson Tide .(147, 3-1) remained unbeaten at home
by making 36-of-44 free throws.
Rahim Lockhart had 17 points
for the Rebels (14-3, 2-2), who
managed just 11 points in a 14minute span of the second half.

TARRED AND FEATHERED.. -Joseph Forte(40)scored 14 points
and sixth-ranked North Carolina made 12 3-pointers to beat
Atlantic Coast Conference rival Clemson 92-65 Wednesday
at Chapel Hill, N.C. Clemson is 0-47 all-time on the road
against North Carolina.

Kafelnikov rallies, beats Kiefer
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) — Yevgeny Kafelnikov was helped the most by a ball he slammed
out of the court in disgust.
His frustration vented, the 1999 champion and
2000 runner-up settled down, turned a losing match
around and advanced to the Australian Open's third
round with a 6-2, 3-6, 3-6, 6-3, 6-0 victory Thursday over Nicolas Kiefer.
Kafelnikov, the Olympic gold medalist, finished
his three-hour match with three aces.
Kiefer slid downhill after what he thought he
served an ace to give him 30-all in the fourth set's
eighth game. The umpire overruled the call, and
Kiefer won only 10 points the rest of the match.
Nothing helped Tommy Haas, who led in every
set, blew a 5-0 lead in the first and missed two set
points in the second before losing to No. 7 seed
Lleyton Hewitt 7-5, 7-6 (5), 6-4.
Haas, the Olympic silver medalist, at one point
found himself volleying while sprawled on the court
as he tried to serve out the second set. In the

Murray Tigers (9-6, 1-1)
Player
Kwen Trice
Anthony Cogdell
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Avg.
171
12.1
10.0
6.7
6.5
60
3.3
2.0
1.0
1.0
04
0.3
00
62.3
56.7

tiebreaker, he missed an easy volley and doublefaulted on the next point, falling behind 5-3. Hewitt
finished that three-hour match with a winning backhand lob.
Hewitt, one of the home country's hopes for its
first Australian Open title since 1976, had to come
from behind to beat Jonas Bjorkman in the first
round.
He next faces unseeded Carlos Moya, the 1997
runner-up and a former No. I. Moya breezed past
Marc Rosset 6-2, 6-1, 6-3.
Canada's Daniel Nestor, who has an Olympic
gold medal in doubles, upset No. II Franco Squillari 3-6, 6-2, 6-4, 7-5. The Argentine player was
the second men's seed to fall in the first two rounds.
No. 4 Magnus Norman, a semifinalist here and
runner-up at the French Open last year, defeated
France's Fabrice Santoro 7-6 (6), 6-3, 6-0.
No. 10 Wayne Ferreira and two French players,
No. 15 Arnaud Clement and No. 16 Sebastien Grosjean, all advanced.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
• Morehead St. vs. Murray St.
RSEC - 5:30 p.m.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
• All A Classic Semifinals:
Murray vs. Mayfield
Racer Arena - 7:45 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Morehead St. vs. Murray St.
RSEC - 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• All 'A Classic Semifinals:
Murray ,vs. Mayfield
Racer Arena - 6 p.m.
• Lone Oak vs. Calloway Co.
Jeffrey Gymnasium - 7:30 p.m.

DEADLINE JANUARY 31", 2001

2001 Cavalier
Sedan

2001 Chevrolet

S-10 LS
Stock # 01136

Example
Stock # 01179

'14,645"
MSRP
Peppers Disc. - $708"
Factory Rebate '2,500'
Your Price

Rebate
up to
$2,500"

514,750'
MSRP
Peppers Disocount -$1,224'
-$1,000"
Factory Rebate

$12,526'

Your Price

$11,43700
Taxes, title and license additional. Price includes 64'documentary fee.
"Whatever it takes,
we want to be your
car or truck
company."

1=Ctr
CHEVROLET

Oldsmobile.

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

Visit peppersauto.com for all your vehicle needs.
USED CARS & TRUCKS
1998 Ford Ranger

1997 Buick Regal

1997 Cadillac Eldorado

1995 Chevrolet S10

XLT package, beige with tan
cloth, 28,000 miles

Full power, white with grey
cloth, 65,000 miles

Crimson pearl, tan leather, only
30,000 miles

Long wheel base, V-6, manual
transmission, 55,000 miles

1999 Mercury Sable GS

1997 Oldsmobile
Bravada

1997 Toyota Land
Cruiser

1996 Chevrolet
Extended Cab

Dark green with tan
cloth, 21,000 miles

White with tan leather, all wheel
drive, 65,000 miles

Fully loaded, dark green, beige
leather, 57,000 miles

1999 GMC Yukon

1997 Oldsmobile
Aurora

1997 Mercury Grand
Marquis LX

Z71,carmine red with tan cloth,
four wheel drive, Silverado
package

Burgandy, tan leather, sunroof,
gold package

light green with grey cloth,
76,000 miles

2000 Chevrolet
Silverado

1999 Chevrolet S10
Extended Cab

L71,4 wheel drive, red /giey
cloth, 15,000 miles, long wheel
base

Automatic, tilt, cruise, 19,000
miles, pewter with grey cloth

2000 Chevrolet S10
Regular cab, LS package,6
cyliner, automatic, 15,000 miles

2000 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo

Pewter with burgandy leather, LT
package, 40,000 miles

LS package,loaded, 5,000 miles

1998 Chevrolet Tahoe LT
Four wheel drive, dark blue with
blue leather

1995 Buick Skylark
Dark green with charcoal cloth,
V-6, automatic full power, 59,000
miles

1995 Buick Riviera
Maroon with maroon leather,
75,000 miles, clean car

1996 Cadillac Seville
48,000 miles, SLS black with
neutral leather

Too Many More To
List!

1996 Cadillac DeVille
Light blue with blue leather,
63,000 miles

•

•
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
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A $35,000 Per year Career! C.R. England needs
driver trainees! 15 day
CDL training! Housing!
meals included! No up
front $5S! Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556.

Neon Beach
Mini Storage

Don't e_g"orget sour .to
,SPecial Vakntine this 1
Valentine's T)ay.
•

ft

qr

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

WANT ADS
WORK

A Beautiful Fairy Tale
Wedding Chapel, overSmoky
river,
looking
Mountains, Tn, Horsedrawn carriage, cabins
ministers. Complete wedding packages starting at
$399. Heartland 800-44E3.8697. www.heartland.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
• ministers, complete arrangements. honeymoon
family cabins, breathtaking
views Wedding arrangements 800-869-2369. Vacation lodging. 800-6345814 smokyweddings.com
MEDICARE Nebulizer/Diabetic Patients! Stop paying
cash for Albuterol, Atrovent. etc Medicare pays
for them We bill Medicare
and deliver to you. MEDA-SAVE
800-538-9849
ext 19N
YOGA class for all. Held at
YMCA, Monday- Thursday Call 759-0427.

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
OCCUPATIONAL
MEDICINE MANAGER
-Jackson Purchase Medical Center has an
opening for an Occupational Medicine
Manager. The position will maintain quality
Aandards for the company's Occupational
Health Program. Employee will develop and
coordinate all aspects, internal and external
for the health program regarding all worker's compensation and safety programs.
Position involves marketing, development
and scheduling of these program.
Management, Occupational Health experience with knowledge of local industrial market preferred. Bachelor's degree in a health
related field required. Full benefit package
with medical, dental, life, sick, holiday, vacation, FSA, LTD, STD, 401-K. Salary commensurate with experience. Qualified applicants are to submit resume and references
to:
-Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Attention: Human Resources
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066

030

HOME Loans Fast! Bad
credit OK Local Kentucky
lender Payoff all your bills
lower payments, 0 dowr
home loans, home im
provement loans home
town service Apply free
800-759-4771

$40K to $60K yr potential!
Data entry We need claim
processors now! No experience needed Will train
Computer required 888314-1033 dept 315

DRIVERS/OTR-STAR
Transport, Inc. Has an exciting new pay package.
Experience drivers can
start up to 34c per mile.
full company benefits. excellent home time, great
miles. Must have Class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen. Training available
800-974-4262/800-5486082 ext. 805/877-8508184
www.startrasport.corn

Schwan's is seeking
highly motivated
individuals who thrive
on challenges and are
committed to hard
work to join us in our
47th year
of Success!!

CLASSIFIED

•

DRIVER: earn up you 34C
a mile to start Full benefits
package Assigned conventional you drive home
$1,500 Sign-on bonus with
1 year flatbed experience!
Call 800-441-4271 ext
WET135.
DRIVERS needed. Offer
full benefits & guaranteed
home time Veteran drivers start 32 cpm for flatbed & 31 cpm for van
Motor
Smithway
Call
800-247-8040
Xpress
www.smxc.com
DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states Flat with sides,
late model conventionals
experience
years
3
$2,000 sign-on bonus
Start 34c- 38c a miles +

the growing needs of children in
Western Kentucky, Holston Family Services is
seeking a Foster Care Case Manager and
Recruiter Trainer. Qualified applicants must
possess a bachelor's degree in a social services
related field.(social work, psychology, sociology, etc.) and have a desire to serve children.
Applicants who have experience working with
children are encouraged to apply by sending
their resume to Holston Family Services, 739
Washington Street, Paducah, KY 42003.
E-mail to: fsc-paducah@holstonhome.org.
Due to

I•olunit!, erriplocr

A tremendous demand for our
products and services has created a need to add to our route systems staff.

As a leader in frozen
food sales, Schwan's
manufactures and sells
over 250 frozen food
products through a
home delivery system.

DRIVERS-TRACTOR
Trailer- New starting pay
scale, 1,000 sign-on bonus, earning potential up
to $50,000 per year, full
benefits, new model conventional tractors, quality
home time, regional &
OTR drivers needed. Call
Arctic Express 800-9270431.
www.arcticexpress.com,
P.O. Box 129, Hilliard, OH
43026.

COORDINATOR- Opportunity to work with International students and local
families as a CCI Area
Representative, a nonprofit student exchange
program Supplemental inDandEmail
come
midge@ aol com
DRIVER TRAINEES
benefits
NEEDED NOW!
Call 800-444-6648
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experiCompany drivers
ence necessary. Earn DRIVERowner operators Call
$600.-$800. per week plus and
about our
benefits and get home today and ask
n
new
compensatio
great
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No and bonus packages
800-543-8923
COL? 15 day CDL training Boyd Bros
800-633-1377.)
program available. Call to- (00's call
EOE
day 1-800-242-7364.

A History of Growth and Success!

Lost and Found

TOM cat found Black &
white short hair Call 7537997 or 759-4141
060
Help Wanted

COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATOR.
Full-time, benefits. High
school graduate, at least
twenty-one years of ages.
Two years experience in
communication field or
similar position required.
Related college education
exchanged for portion of
experience. MUst be free
of criminal record/ disclose
pending criminal court action. Computer skills required: Microsoft Word,
Access preterred. Keyboarding test is required.
Must demonstrate ability to
learn university rules, regulations, layout, personnel.
and police communication
equipment. Experience related to public safety/ public relations desirable Required to work holidays, fill
in on any shift. Four- week
course in Richmond. Kentucky required, if not state
certified in telecommunications. Training expenses
paid by department. Salary
$8.12 per hour. Request
application at (270)7622147 or apply at: Human
Resources, Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray, KY 420713312. Women/ minorities
apply.
to
encouraged
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

Route Sales Manager

050

LOST dog. Answers to
"Jemini- Pit Bull- white,
black. and brundle strips
Loving family dog, missed
very much Reward Lost
on 94E near Browns Grocery 474-8252

Help Wanted

EEO/M/F/DA:

Financial

If you thrive on challenge, are high
energy, committed to hard work, and
want to be paid upon your performance, Let's talk"
In addition to a challenging
career, we offer a complete benefit package including:
Quality Products

No Investment

Profit Sharing

Paid Vacation

Group Health. Life & Disability
Make this the turning point of your life'
Murray(Paris Area
Applications Being Taken At
307 Bee Creek Dr.. Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m..11:30 a.m, and after 2 p.m
Must be at least 21 years of age or older

Equal Opportunity Employer

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Convenan
DRIVERTransport coast to coas
runs, teams start 46C,
$1000 Sign on bonus for
exp. Co dnvers for experiSat., Jan. 20
enced drivers 800-4414394. Owner operators
8 a.m.
AIR Force. Great career 877-848-6615. Graduate
opportunities available for students 800-338-6428
high school grads. ages DRIVER- New pay plan!
17-27. Plus up to $17,000 31c to 35C a mile- Earn
enlistment bonus if you 42k-55k a year and enjoy
812 Whitnell
qualify! For an information assigned equipment, 99%
Bldgs. dA54,
packet call 1 -800-423- no-touch
50%-60%
USAF or visit www.air- drop/hook, great benefits
R69 & 1)4
force.com.800-447-7798.
and home time!
020
800-879-2486
Buske Lines EOE
Notice
DRIVER- You will see the
difference in SRT! Great
pay, paid weekly, excellent
benefits, $1,250 sign-on
bonus, student graduates
a welcome. Call SAT today!
a
Toll free 877-BIG-PAYDAY (877-244-7293).
DRIVER-A Happy New
• Pictures and Love Lines must be
Year for company drivers!
ir
l
9th.
Feb.
received by Fri.,
•
Paid for routed miles, not
They will appear in the paper on t' HHG miles Up to 38 cpm!
Guaranteed home policy
Wed., Feb. 14th.
23 years old, 1 year OTR
IP
a .
& CDL w/Hazmat. PaSi
So
iiabl'otr: schall Truck Lines. 800fib
•.116
:or
glr
lier
• .••OOP
" 4."•
848-0405.
4
with
DRIVER-DRIVE
pride...Start up to 39c for
solos., 41c for teams. All
condo. $10.000 bonus.
EOE Contact KLLMC
060
Of
800-955-4810
Help Wanted
KLLM.com.

PUBLIC
AUCTION

I

ADJUSTMENTS
to check the first insertion of
requested
are
Advertisers
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday

060

060
Help Wanted

Legals

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$1.50 extra for Shopper ,Tues. Classeds go tato Slioppiag Goody mu extra foe blind Ian ads

Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

060

010

Duy

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday !Shopping Guide)

11::L1

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Want to be in sales? Know
anything about commercial
furniture? Fax resume to
859-341-8616 Of E-mail to
lisassocs@aol corn Base
pay $27,000 plus commission!
ATTENTION Drivers- No
necessary!
experience
TMC Transportation needs
drivers $650 guaranteed
weekly Potential to earn
$900 per week or more
and still get home weekends! For CDL training call
800-206-7364
AVON- Looking for higher
income? More flexible
Independence?
hours?
AVON has what you're
looking for Let's talk 888561-2866 No up-front fee.
OWN
YOUR
BUILD
HOME and save thousands! 100% financing
no payments while you
build Save 5$ acting as
your own general contractor Household income
must exceed $40K Call
today tor a tree consultation 888-850-8226 Instant
home equity. L L C

DRIVERS- Industry lead
ing pay & benefits, all con
ventional fleet, home more
often, new pay package &
more call John Transportation, Inc for an on-the-spot
application 800-685-4479
DRIVERS-HOME every
weekend. No NYC! Start
up to .36C a mile, Superior
Insurances and benefits.
Owner Operator: .82c a
mile, fuel surcharge, paid
liability/cargo/fuel taxes,
tolls/scales.
reimburse
Lease purchase program
available. 800-948-6766.
www.epestransport.com
DRIVERS -HOWARD
Transportation pays up to
.4c a mile, empty or loaded, plus: pickup drop, layover, tarp, minimum mileage guarantee, 401K.
health, accident, life, dental insurance. 97-99. Series 60 conventional tractors, 3 year trade cycle.
Will cross train box drivers
to flats Also leasing o/o's
800-447-7798.
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System is now accepting applications for Video Services Coordinator. This position coordinates all services related to the airing of
video on the MES cable
system. This would include
local origination, public access, religious programming, and any other special programming either
produced by MES or other
entities. Position would also direct cable ad sales.
and assist in the marketing
of video products. Responsibilities would include the
maintenance of the MES
web site Successful applicants should have experience in audio and video
equipment and some marketing experience. Applications can be obtained at
the Business office at 4th
& Olive, between 7:30am
and 4:30pm. M-F
Deadline for applying is
January 31st, 2001.
EOE.
CDL, Class-A drivers, be
home every weekend in
2001. Lease purchase
plan, after 90 days on late
model trucks. No money
down, no credit check.
company drivers, up to 34
cmp, $1,000 sign on bonus medical. dental. 401K,
2500 to 3000 miles weekly, min 23 yr+/ 1 yr. OTR,
references. Call 800-8288338, 24 hrs. Fast approval.
CENTRAL Kentucky daily
needs reporters. paginators, and photographers
dedicated to excellence.
College degree, experience preferred. Send clips,
resume to Editor. PO Box
99, Richmond, KY 40476
DRIVERS 43c a mile, top
miles, homemade hometime, assigned conventionals. CDL training & tuition
reimbursement available
for inexperienced drivers
USA
0/0's welcome
Truck 800-237-4642
DRIVERS Dedicated regional & OTR Swift Transportation now available up
to $5,000 tuition reimbursement for experienced
drivers Now hiring for
vans. flatbeds, 00 & autohaul divisions 800-2848785
DRIVERS Franklin College Is now training No
experience 38k 1st year.
benefits, medical,
full
401K. life time lob placement, 14 day CDL training,
tuition reimbursement if
qualified Call 888-6458505, experienced drivers
call 800-958-2353

MURRAY Attorney, seeks START the New Year with
experience legal assistant a new career' Trucking ofwith word processing and fers freedom and great
bookkeeping skills. Salary pay! We can put you on
commensurate with expe- the road. Call 866-2443644 today for details or
rience. Send resume to
P.O. Box 230, Murray, Ky. visit online anytime at
www.truckamericatraining.
42071.
DRIVERS: North American
corn
Tobacco
NEED
trailVan Lines has tractor
Workers?
$8000 Signing bonus, tree
er 48 state hauling opporHonchos recruits college tuition. Initially part
tunity for owner operators. Head
H2-A time work, possible full
Minimum of 3 months ex- and places LEGAL
Mexico at time. Up to 519 an hour.
perience required. Call workers from
Limited openings. Call 1800-348-2147, Dept. KYS. your door.
695-16-18 or
800-G0-GUARD. KY NaWanted (210)
DRIVERS:
www.Head-Honchos.com
tional Guard.
team/single drivers. 28-34
aide/ Medication
NURSES
cents, 2 years experience,
aide full-time Prefer expehealth insurance available,
rience but will train mature
Alk.7
Call
atmosphere.
family
who would enjoy
individual
Tony at 502-515-1496.
JOHN'S
TACO
working with the elderly.
FULL Time & Part time Good working condition.
Start At $6
Deli Help needed. Apply in pleasant atmosphere. ApFlexible shifts,
person, no phone call. ply in person.
family
friendly,
Owen Food Market. 1407
Fern Terrace Lodge,
atmosphere.
W. Main St., Murray.
1505 Stadium View Dr
Bonus potential.
EOE
IMMEDIATE OPENING
in person
Apply
How does flexible hours PART-TIME coordinatorfrom 2-5 daily.
SPORTABLE highly motivated, organsound?
SCOREBOARDS has a ized, and creative individuNo phone calls please.
temporary opening for al to plan and implement
FOE
clerical/secretary, approx. Enrichment Program in
30 hours per week. Com- Graves County School
puter and organizational System, working approxiskills are required. Wages mately 15 days prior to
commensurate with expe- and during each of 4 CLEANING houses is my
rience. Please apply at weekly enrichment ses- business. Call Linda. 759106 Max Hunt Drive, Mur- sions in modified school 9553.
calendar. Address inquiray.
DH Cleaning Service,
INSTALLERS Needed for ries and send resumes to
Let me clean your
satellite installation, up to Tommy Scott (251-1545),
or business
office
$25 an hour Must have Graves County School
759-9899
121
St.Rt.
2290
System,
own truck and tools, be
I do windows
ambitious and professio- N., Mayfield, Ky 42066
HOUSE Cleaning or
us)
ky.
12.
k
graves.
(tscott
these
meet
you
nal If
Ironing. Call 474-2131.
qualification, call Dennis at no later than 1-31-01.
home certificate dayIN
ROUTE DRIVER
800-511-0689
care in Hazel Has an
:
qualifications
Minimum
RepINSURANCE Sales
opening for one child If inresentative to market new stable work history. Class
terested, call 492-8677
concept life product. Es- B CDL, clear MVR. Benereferences available upon
denmedical,
infits
include:
tablished client base
request
sures easy sale & good tal, vision, competitive pay, RESPONSIBLE
Murray
lead supply. Training and pay vacation, 401K, stock
College student is seeking
Applicaplan.
benefits provided Call Bill purchase
employment for childcare
Wise, 888-340-3242 for in- tions accepted at:
and/or house cleaner.
Management,
Waste
terview
Available for afternoon or
3428 St Rte 45 South,
JERRY'S Custom
even Contact Leah @
Mayfield, Ky 42066.
Cabinets
762-4971
SALES
for
applications
taking
Now
START THE
full time employment Want to be in sales? Know
NEW YEAR CLEAN!
Please apply in person @ anything about commerHonest. dependable
cial
409 Sunbury Circle
house cleaning.
to
resume
Fax
furniture?
Monday-Thursday
References furnished.
859-341-8616 or E-mail to
8AM-5PM
Call 492-6177.
lisassocs@aol.com.Base
Friday 8AM-2PM
Leave message.
pay $27,000 plus commisMODEL.
TWO sister will do your
part-time sion!
Temporary,
duty work, office, houses.
SPORTABLE
(hours may vary). Salary
and windows. Call 1-270SCOREBOARD
$10 per hour. This may in436-2122 to sit up appointfor
application
is
accepting
volve life drawing classes
full time day shift score- ment
Contact Judy Shearer at
mom needs
board assembly Join a WORKING
apply
or
762-3784 or 3785
emergency sitter in my
is
that
growing
company
in person at Department of
infant when city
people oriented and offers home for
Art. Murray State Universiclosed or on
are
schools
lob variety and advancety, 604 Price Doyle Fine
sick days Please call 753salment
with
competitive
Arts Bldg. Murray Ky
Must have
ary and benefits Please 6605 after 5pm.
42071 EEO M/F/D, AA
Max Hurt references
at
apply
106
employer.
Drive. Murray.
100
Bunkum:
SEEKING full-time person SPORTSWRITER/EDIOpportunity
with bookkeeping & sales TOR for award winning
experience Apply in per- twice-weekly paper Send
ESTABLISH and successson at Paint Plus,
resume to Kelly Menser,
restaurant owner seekful
918S 12th St,
Sentinel-News, PO Box
other ventures and
ing
Bel-Air Shopping Center
399, Shelbyville. KY, by
wish to sell Serious inE
0
E
Jan 24
SLIDE
quires mail to PO Box
SCIENCE/ENDINEERING
1040-G Murray, Ky 42071
LIBRARIAN/GALLERY
Job Opportunity
ASSISTANT.
career 2001 1 FlexibilNEW
for recent college
Full-time, benefits High Looking
pt
re- ity, $500 wk. potential
science
with
graduates
school graduate. two years
Step
ft
potential
$1.000+
lated degrees to work for a
experience working with
Full traincompany in by step system
public Previous gallery ex- chemical sales
information 800Free
ing
Kentucky
perience or art background the Paducah.
695-77591 visit websae
preferred Ability to use mi- area Excellent benefits www.dittodesigning.corn
Apply
compensation
and
crocomputer (Macintosh/
conIBM). 35-mm camera, and by faxing resume with
to
number
phone
tact
Computers
tools to install art work, lift
35 pounds. climb ladders, 1-801-459-7140
work from high lift Re- SECRETARY position us- COMPUTER Pentium 200
sponsibilities. proofread- ing Windows billing sys- MHZ 2616 HD, new monitor and speakers, HP
ing. editing, slide process- tem Send resume to: P.O
DeskJet color printer and
ing, slide library budget. Box 84 Hardin. Ky 42048
more $400 080 759arranging gallery exhibits/
show Salary $7 06 per WANT weekends Oft" Run 8972
hour Apply at Human Re- regional, or dedicated an
MOM COMPUTERS
sources, Murray State Uni- get home every weekend
A+ Certified Technician
versity. 404 Sparks Hall. with top pay in the indusHome Networking
Murray, KY 42071-3312 try! OTR experience refor Cable Modems
Women/ m4nonties encour- quired Heartland express
On site service
759.3556
aged to apply. EEO, 800-441-4953 www heart
landexpress corn
M/F/D, AA employer.
DRIVERS/REGIONAL
Run 400 mile radius Louis
vale, KY. OTR teams run
west and midwest High %
drop and hook. Good pay,
benefits & equipment. 800334-9677 ext. 522 or 596.

120

[IL

150

Computer Services
Repair/Consulting
-Computer/Network service
-Home or business
-New equipment/online shopping
-Business systems/Automation for
retail/medical/legal/agriculture
-Certified, dependable, fast service
-Telephone Systems/Integration

1-270-489-2666
Greg Dowdy
http:11wwwnetcomindustries.corn
KELLERS

150

Ankles
Saie

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware. Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard

STEEL building blowou
sale- 24x36x10 $4,750,
$5,795,
30x40x 12
Will
40x60x12 $8.295
guarantee $200 under any
other bid! 800-658-2885

Appliance Parts

Appliance Parts

NCE PARTS
APPLIA
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory in West Kentucky
rIggialte

Wh!rrPoor
Kenmore

Arrlana

GE
Westinghouse

Kitchen Aid
Tappan

Hotpool

m
Maytag

agic Chef

WARD ELKINS
Court Square • Murray • 753-1713
140

150
Articles
For Sale

Want to Eluy
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods,
519S 12th, Murray.
USED wood burning fireplace inserter.
Call 753-0123 Days
759-1525 Nights.
WE PAY CASH:
Otd toys, antiques, fishing
tackle, fishing reels, GI
Joe, models, cars, cap
guns 270-759-3456

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
5,000+ sizes. 40x60x14,
$9,963; 50x75x14,
$12,760; 50x100x16,
$15,999; 60x100x16.
$17,956. Mini-stoarge
buildings, 40x160, 32
units, $16.914. Free brochures. wwvv.sentinelbuildings.corn Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790,
extension 79.

STORAGE Buildings built
on site. Lowest price in
area January & February
special 10x16 $1425.
Call 437-4877
TWO Reddy oil heaters for
sale; also two electric tem150
porary service poles. Call
Aftictes
753-3903 after 5:00 p.m.
For Sale
for further information.
UK basketball/football col5HP. 2 stage air compres
lector banks. 26 banks in
sor yr/ 80 gal tank Good
6ondition $700 435-4131. all. Valued at over $3,500,
asking $2,350. All reasonable offers considered
502-227-4963

WANT ADS WORK

MURRAYLEDGER & TIMES
300

Business Rentals

FRONT ioacl washer and
BUILDING sale All meet dryer set 1 year old Still
peaked roof, straight under warranty Can be
sides 20x24 $2,800 00 stacked or used side by
25x30 $3,866 00 30x40 side
F rigidaire brand
35x50 $700 759-1094 or 753$5 362 00,
40x60 9544 after 5pm
$7568 00
$8,648 00 Other styles
160
800-668-5422
Pioneer
Home Fumanirris
Pioneersteel corn Since
1980
NEW recliner power . it
CANCELED Subdivisionchair $550 Call 753 4801
prefabs!
repossessed
after 5 30pm
Manufacturers liquidation
8 brand new, factory preinsulated home packages
Firewood
Lifetime warranty Supenor
Your
construction
land/floor plan Local refer- A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
800-874-6032 rick delivered 7594274 or
ences
753-2443
Must sell!
DELL Computers. Built-to- FIREWOOD for sale 436order Hassele Free Fi- 5845
nancing-Get Pentium IIITR1PPS Firewood
933 and more. Low MonthCall Rudy 436-2778
ly Payment- 0.A C Limited Time-Free Internet Access- most areas 1-800Mobile Homes For Sale
477-9016 Code KY03
www.omcsolutions corn
14X60 2br refrigerator
ENTERTAINMENT center stove, W/D Central H/A
light wood $20.00
$3,500 14x56 2br, fixerupChina cabinet $40 00
per $1,200 489-2278
Lrfestyler treadmill $75 00
1996 3br. 2 bath 16x80
Weider 4 station gym Like
3/4 acres lot $30,000
new condition $275.00
Call 489-2098
Round drop leaf table w/4
.3BR , 2 bath doublewide
chairs $40 00
on block foundation Ap270-354-9973 evenings
prox. 1/2 acre lot, well,
ERICSON Digital Cellular
front
phone with charger, car septic. 2 car carport,
porches, 6 miles
back
&
adapter,
microphone,
S Needs some
speaker and holder for out 121
753hands free car kit $100 work. $31,000 Ph
message
leave
2808
Phone 502-223-8821 8am
HM & Sons Mobile Home
to 5pm (Eastern)
Mover. 18yrs, experience.
FREE! Dish Network
Licensed & insured in KenSatellite System installed
tucky, Tennessee & Illifree For more information,
nois. 437-3939.
call or come by
MOVING! MUST SELL!
Beasley Satellite
1993 14x70 Norris Mobile
& Antenna
Home. 2br., 2 bath. Excel500 N 4th St
lent condition. Kitchen has
759-0901
lots of cabinet space. Call
LP GAS REFILLS
(270) 489-2013 and leave
Lowest prices in town!
message.
New 100lb LP cyl $99.00
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389.
WINDOW & Siding Sale
$69. per month. All credit 2BR. Trailer. By Pirates
money Cove. near Hardin. $275.
No
accepted.
down! Lifetime warranty! plus deposit. Call
270-928-4831 • 'a__
Call toll free today for free
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
SUITABLE for one person
$200/mo. 753-6012

estimates! 888-670-3035.
Weathermaster Products.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199.
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call to800-842day
1310.www.np.etstan.com

1/2 acre $100/mo. 753
6012

WANT ADS WORK

LOT For Rent 753-9866

Moolle Home Lots For Rent

LOT for rent. 492-8488.

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE
7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

Call 753-1890.
*mom For Not

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
320
Is For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984. _
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt. stove, refrigerator. D/W, W/D, Clean, no
pets. 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496.
1BR water & trash paid.
W/D available, no pets
767-9037
apt.
University
1BR.
Heights. All appliances.
$325.00
2br. duplex. Stove, refrigerator C/H/A 5 miles out.
$375
2br. apt. 15 miles out.
C/H/A. $285.00
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-4937 8-5 M-F
1BR. apts. Furnished or
unfurnished, from $1951285. low utilities, no pets,
no lease. (cell) 841-0166
no answer call 753-3949.
1BR. like new, appliances_
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR Near MSU. $325, water furnished. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
$300. Coleman RE.
759-4118.

with
2BR, townhouse
washer/ dryer dishwasher,
$500 per
microwave
month Call 753-5163
2BR., DUPLEX ON
VALLEYWOOD $375/M0
759-4406
4br,, Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS. for rent.
Close to campus Available Dec 15 & Jan. 10.
753-5980 or 753-1203 after 5pm.
DUPLEX, 2br central h/a1802 1/2 B Monroe Ave.
Lease No Pets. 753-8002.
EXTRA nice 2br., I bath
WI carport, appliances furnished, W/D. 1yr. lease. 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
FURNISHED apt. Downtown, $225. Lease, deposit, no pets. 753-4937
8-5 M-F
LOOKING for an
affordable apartment'
Visit us at Hilldale Apts.
2&3 br. apts. available,
Handicap Accessible.
Equal Opportunity
Housing.
For more information
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
TDD# (800) 545-1833
Ext. 287.
NICE 2br. duplex. Stove,
refrigerator, microwave,
washer & dryer. Lawn
included.
maintenance
$450/mo. + security deposit. 759-9240.
NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex
w/ stove, refrigerator,
stove., microwave washer
& dryer, tile and carpet.
Lawn maintenance included. $500/mo + security deposit. 753-9240.

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

40%
deW10121
TREE
--r tamb Brothers
') Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

Metal Roofing
houses, barns & sheds. Metal

for
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Tree Trimming

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Serrl,

Hedge Trimming Full Line of

tE:1

71-ce & Stump

:,7iipment

Pau/ Lamb

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

SERVICES

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
"We

Specialize in Cleaning

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivewa •
David Borders

Phone 1270) 759-4734

PAINTING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
the Carpet for You!
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

David's Home Improvement

LAKE LAND PAINTING

'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
"Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
'Replace or repair water and drain lines

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
,- pecializing in Custom Worknian5hic

•Install moisture barriers.

P/us...all other home improvements

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

CARPET
JOE SMITH
N.• Murray • 753-6660
U.S. Hwy. 641

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

"CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
*WATER PROOFING

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
•MULTISPEC COATINGS

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER JIM OSBURN

CREEKVIEW STORAGE -

520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

EASTSIDE
STORAGE

SERVICES OFFERED
4r6,41.

*

rnh .13r-c)ther's

=Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

1 br and a 2 br No pets
Lease and deposit re753-0728 after
quired
4.00 PM
1007 Main- 2br, 1 bath,
new stove, refrigerator,
hardwood floors, ceiling
fans, w/d hookup $3501
month- lease, deposit Call
270-527-3664
Martin
1602
Tabard,
Heights 3br 2 bath fireplace, dining room, double
Call
garage $800/mo
753-0090 or 559-3883
Martin
Tabard,
1602
Heights. 3br 2 bath fireplace, dining room, double
garage $800/mo. Call
753-0090 or 559-3883
2 & 4br Houses.
Lease & deposit required
753-4109.
257 Tobacco Road, 3
miles 641 South Murray,
2BR, 1 Bath. small country
house, water included, no
W/D hookup, no large
pets, $425., deposit required 753-1159.
2BR house, walking distance to MSU $400. rent &
deposit. Call 753-8355 8-5
or ,after 500 492-8727.
Ask for Gwen.
2BR., funnshed or unfurnished. 8 miles NW. $250
plus deposit. 753-8582,
28R., nice brick home w/
carport in town. $500/mo.
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-4937 8-5 M-F.
3-4 bedroom. 2.5 bath,
large kitchen, sunroom,
utility with washer/ dryer,
patio carport. One mile
from college. $550/ month.
753-1378.
3BR, 1 bath, refrigerator
and stove included. Washer( dryer hookup. Call 4892456 for directions and to
see.
3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A. newly
redecorated. $495 per
security
plus
month
(270)474-2520.
501 South 6th St, 3 be.
bath, Dr, Lr, Kitchen, all
furnished
appliances
Large bonus room. 615338-0097, 615-748-3608.
6BR. house Stove. 2 redishwasher.
frigerator,
W/D hookup, no pets
$800/mo. 767-9037.
CLEAN 2 br. 1 bath, central H/A, quiet neighborhood. $500 mo plus security deposit. Call Marg 7595534 W 753-1586. 8-2.
LAKEWAY Lake Home. 3
Bedroom. 2 car garage
$1200 Month.. $2000 deposit. (907)479-4935.
NICE 2br brick with family
room, dining room, carport
plus garage in county.
$425. plus deposit. 4374386
TWO bedroom house with
washer, dryer. stove, refrigerator, and storage
shed. Reasonable utilities.
NO PETS. Lease and deposit. 753-7920.
360

119 Main • 753-6266

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

753-3853

is

We're Rolling Out

Aputetsxls For Rost

Houses For Rent

420

Office Space

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

71-Ateri?441 Siaffeictrd

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands

Owner & Operator

Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor Ocense .M0212

*Luke Lamb*

270-759-2288

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410 • 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
Phone: 270-753-1916

VISA
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310S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703

AKC Chinese Pug 2nd w s
vet checked 6 weeks old
$300 cash 759-0276
AKC Yorkshire Terrier
puppies for sale 753-6200
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PUPPY for sale 6 wk old
male Rott $100 Call 7599215 leave message if no
answer

& Suppe.'
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
(Toy Collies) Sable &
white 270-354-8211
SIBERIAN Husky 2 females $100
901-232-6185

M

ligPalarcycial & ATV's
12) Yamaha Turt0e r wolf
2W0 94 and 95, good
condition 489-2208 after
600
95 Warrior wt extra set of
back tire & pipe $2000
Firm 759-9946

ock %pylon
Utility Veto:lea

.24 aluminum gooseneck
stock trailer 7' tall $8,500
.24 Steel gooseneck trailer 7' wide 7' tall $2.500
(270)492-8575
HAY rolls 5x5, Fescue
Red Clover, $20 each,
Near Shilo 753-0946 before 9pm

1994 Chevrolet Suburban
2WD rear air navy, silver.
10,xxx.
clean
Very
$8,500 080
(270)492-8575
1997 GMC YUKON
SLT 4WD
CD. leather, Michelin tires
44,xxx miles, extended
warranty, and all service
Real Estate
records 753-3304
GRAND Opening sale'
490
Lake lot- $24,900 Free
Used Cars
boat slip! Beautifully wooded lake view acreage with
access to spectacular
35,000 acre recreational
lake in Tennessee Near
18 hole golf course. Paved
roads, utilities, more Excellent financing. Call now
Courtesy Auto
800-704-3154 ext 71

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth

(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967
1/2 acre lot. Has well, septic, utility pole and driveWay. Asking $12.000 firm.
(270)-462-8066.
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay medical
bills, divorce.
repossessions- and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours,
877-937-2886

1975 Camaro body with
teams Muncie 4 speed
trans, bucket seats for 68
Chevelle 489-2987

1976 Chevrolet Corvette
Stingray, 350 L 48 eng .
very nice original red/ blk
PW, PS, AC. Alum wheels,
12 wooded acres, road
56K mi $12,500
rontage, $850/acre 753(901)479-7002.
9302
1983 T-Bird less than
DREAM building sites with 48,000 exact miles.$2,300
rolling wooded hillsides. Must sell Call 753-0123
Restricted. Various size days 759-1525 nights.
tracts available. 5 minutes 1988 Nissan 300ZX, white
north of town. You have to leather, 5 speed, PfS.
see to appreciate. Call to- PM, cruise, tilt, t-tops,
day for your private show- nice car. 753-7832 after
ing, 753-2905.
5pm.
FOR Sale 5 acres to 60 1991 Nissaft 5vntra SE
acres tracts 753-5731
am/fm,
2dr 5 speed.,
cassette red, rear spoiler,
460
new tires, new battery.
Homes For Sale
Great gas mileage
$190000 Call 753-6140

Amiga

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 T.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

AFFORDABLE
3 BR brick in town,exceE
lent condition, privac
fence. Cen. H/A. $66.9(X).

Used Cars

1994 GL Ford laurus
80,xxx miles $4500 00
Call 759-2579
3 BR 2 BA mobile home,
1994 Mercury Sable, all
glamour bath. kitchen
power, garage kept. good
tires. been serviced reguisland. more. Park like
larly excellent condition
setting. $29.900.
$4,200 Call 753-9302
Immaculate 3 BR 2 BA
1997 Dodge Intrepid
brick, situated on 1 acre.
66.xxx miles PS. PR PW.
S87.000.
3 5L 6 cyl $6900.00 OBO
759-8458
Lakefront home with pri 90 Nissan Maxima, white,
sate dock. $80s.
CD. sunroof, good car
$5,900. 492-8843.
92 Ford Taurus Stationwagon green. 160K miles.
all power, great condition.
a/c needs work, see at
Woods & Associates 803
Vine Asking 51.150
753-1651
753-0071 after 5PM
Each office tndenendentl
94 Ford Aerostar Minivan
,wned and operated
extended, Loaded $4.750
OBO, 78 Camaro type LT
2 duplexs for sale, fully
$400 (270)759-1758
rented 753-5731
95 Olds. low mileage,
38R. 1 bath brick, 2 car $7.000 OBO. Call 753garage. 759-0579 after 6744, Ask for Bill Smith
5pm.
38R , gas C/H/A .gas logs, 95 FORD Taurus chamnew kitchen 410 S 6th St pagne loaded Excellent
condition $3800 Call 436759-9305
2682 anytime
803 Vine
97 Grand Prix GT. red
1 block south of hospital. 2 2dr. loaded, new goodyear
bedroom. 1 bath. full base- tires
miles
55.000
ment, attached garage, at- $13,250
built-ins
storage,
tic
Serious calls only!
$44,750 Possible rent
Call 753-8057
w/option 753-8900
MAZDA 626. V-6. 4dr SenAfter 5PM 753-0071
dan, white. lots of options.
BY owner 2br, 1 bath, very clean. 111.000 high4240 Radio Road Almo
Day
way miles. $4.5
Reduce t $20,000 759- 762-6185. after 6m 7599646 or 73-5611
1832. email phytoirn ayehoo co kr
BY owner
3yr old. 3br, 2 bath
49c
1602 Tabard 753-0090
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2
bath, red brick, double lot
town edge Consider leas1976 Chevy van 60,xxx
ing with option to buy/ limmiles on complete overCall
financing
ited owner
haul of motor and trans753-4109
mission Good tires, excelPRESTON Heights
lent
mechanical shape
ft
38R. 2 bath. 1876 sq
$900 firm 753-0123 days
brick and vinyl home.
759-1252 nights
many extras,
1983 Econolirt.PB10 van
Call 759-1770
$850 OBO
for appointment
(270)492-8158
No reaffors please

COLDWELL
BANKER
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

410

410

410

620

WOODED HOME SITES • PREMIER LOCATION • UNLIMITED POTENTIAL
-

or lir.

630
BOatta

Public Sale

Public Sale

Public Sale

Public Sale

1,1LICTIOK

ktuturs

1964 house boat 30f1
Drift-R-Cruz. 318 big
block Good condition
Stove, refrigerator, shower toilet, good upholstery
double sink. table/ booth,
new paint. carpet *1 custom built trader. sleeps 6
$1 0.250 Call 270-6238900

Ottated
A time to take care of you
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27TH AT 10 A.M.
1421 N. 16TH STREET MURRAY KY
In the path of Progress
Outstanding Residential/Commercial Development Potential
Tract
1
1 83 acre wooded homestte
with 175 feet of frontage on
North 16th St
Features 1 75 acres with 149
2
feet of frontage on North 16th
Street
Secluded 3 56 acre wooded
3
site
4
Open space and beautiful
pines. 2 85 acre tract
10 82 acre tract offers open
5
land and wooded home sites
6
8.12 acres. 3 stall barn 500
feet of creek frontage wooded
and open home sites

Tract
Home with 4,200 sq ft +/- of living
7
space 3 bedrooms, 3 full baths.
sauna, exercise room, a large
screened porch & deck, 350 feet
of creek frontage on 5.57 acres
Open land, woods. 325 feet of
8
creek frontage on 5 73 acres
5 43 acres, woods. open land.
9
'700 feet of frontage on 16th St

THOMAS R.

UNT
AUCTIONEERS

Tommy Hunt• Bob Haley

Terms: The greater of $5 000 or 10% of the purchase
price as gown payment at conclusion of auction
Closing on or before 30 days from date of auction
Buyer Premium: A ten percent buyer premium will
be added to the high bid to determine the contract
sales price

.17-T40:1-

753-1222

490
Used Cars

Used Cars

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors
Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.

Approximately $26,000.00 Annual Income
Outstanding Campus Location

"We Tote The Note"
2095 Irvin Cobb Dr., Paducah, KY

270-443-8030
630
Services Offered

I

_ 495

t3500 Sq. Ft. Brick Home
This attractive home is the original
Geurin estate home. It is set up as a
10 student home. It has attractive
appointments throughout including a
beautiful entry foyer with pier mirror, brass and crystal chandelier and
oak railed & spindle staircase. Along
8./14 ith its nine bedrooms, the students enjoy the sitting rooms, a large
kitchen. and 3 full baths. Plus, shon walk or bike ride to classes. There
is a second home on the propeny which as approx. 800 sq. ft. and nevv
heat & air.
Other amenities include: new roof and vinyl (presently being installed);
both homes are fully. furnished - including some new furnishings, appliances + washer & dryer in both homes; natural gas pack central heat &
air; beautiful wrought iron fencing and gates, plus security fencing.
Window units. 75 x 190 ft. lot and much more.
Auctioneer's Note: Outstanding income - high demand location - prestigious
home - multi-usahle property - long standing student waiting list. SPECULATE
With this property adjoining the University property with construction going on
all around it this is an unlimited opportunity In addition with very little work
one could. it so desired. transform this property hack to a glorious single family home
Terms of 4uction: I c'; dcp.I.oi day ttt auttion, balance 33'thin 30 days A Iii'; hoer'pu
is urn 33111 he inkied I., the final hot and included in the total contract price

ROBERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE S AUCTION CO.
1860 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, KY 42003
Phone (270) 554-5212 • toll free 1-800-307-SOLD
www.robertalexanderauctions.com
ROBERT ALEXANDER, CAI
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
JOHN ALEXANDER. AUCTIONEER
ALEXANDER AUCTIONS

.v.s.n sNosi3nv -31:1111:1 •.v.s-n sNolionv .3.E11111

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

Vans

983 Ford van, long wheel
based. appx 50.000 miles
on complete over haul
$950 Call 753-0123 days
759-1525 nights
1984 Dodge Ram, 250
custom van_ $850 OBO
Good Shape.
(270)492-8158
1995 Mercury Villager GS.
Loaded, seats 6. Excellent
shape. Must see'
759-1525 (nights).
753-0123 (days)
1997 Dodge Grand Caravan with left sliding door
(270)753-6319

Used Trucks
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4.
clean, sharp. A C PS. 318
auto $4300 489-2296
1990 MAZDA $100000
OBO 753-3802
'94 Chevy 4x4 Ext cab
350 At loaded $8500 00
060 753-6885 or 7537975
96 Dodge Laramie SLT
sport ext cab. black. 90
$11,250
miles. sharp
492-8843
98 Ford F150 XLT, SWB.
V8, 49.000 miles Maroon
$14.000 OBO 753-4188
Leave message.
CHEVY 4x4 red/ chrome
automatic. PS, PL. PW
LG. BD $5,900
(270)492 8632

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming. .leaf. &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

FUTRELL'S Tree, Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured. 489-2839
GET READY FOR
SPRINGJohnny Williams

Painting
For all your residential
painting needs
35 years experience
Interior & Exterior
Custom Spraying for
Lawn/Patio furniture
Louver doors/shutters
No Job too small
Free Estimates.
753-8858.
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters 753-2592.

4

alhoon
onstruction
4
.
.mm

carpentry, roofing, painting,
water gardens, decks and repairs
Phone
STEVE
(270) 210-3312
CALHOON
FENCING
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors. Midway Fence All types
Complete services.
amplifiers, and accessoReasonable prices.
ries_
Free Estimate Insured.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
Satellite Systems, Sales
Service and Installation.
"ATTENTION- HomeownBeasley's Antenna
er" Display homes wanted.
& Satellite,
vinyl siding replacement
500 N. 4th St, Murray. KY windows-enclosures No
270-759-0901.
payments until Jan 2001.
Payments
starting
at
$89.00 per month All
credit qualified Call 800251-0843.

Say

Boats & Motors

560

G60

I
FREE
PALLETS
Free Column

Free Column

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916

[
Need Extra]
Cash?

COMPLETE lower unit for
Chrysler
house
boat
hook-up Good condition
$2250 2701-623-8900

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Jan. 19,
2001:
Unusual opportunities come your way
this year. You have a strong imagination
and the ability to zero in on what you
want. Exchange ideas freely. Others
admire your quickness, mixed with your
mental clarity. Focus on your long-term
goals rather than your short-term desires.
You greet success this year because of
your direction and ability to network. If
you are single, you meet people easily. A
romance of major caliber could pop up
anytime now. If you are attached, you
naturally restore some of the original
romance
to
your
relationship.
SAGITTARIUS is always a friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Maintain the high level of
creativity that marks your decisions.
Work on research but also on an insight
you have recently gained. Make some
calls to bring friends and associates
together in the near future. Opt for the
unusual, and you'll satisfy everyone.
Tonight: Join friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Keep the big picture in mind,
even when trying to personalize an idea
to someone. You want to help this person
. see new vistas. Know that anything is
possible if you simply open the door.
Make special plans with a dear fnend for
the near future. Tonight: Be with the
apple of your eye.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others come forward with
suggestions that certainly deserve
thought and reflection. Not 'everyone
thinks as you do. Review a recent decision that doesn't affect only you. Find
experts. Hop on the Internet to back up a
project. Deal with as many facts as you
can. Tonight: Take off ASAP
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Plunge into a key task, but ask
for help if you need it. In fact, working
with another lightens the mood of the
day. You find this person unusually inspirational and full of good ideas. You are
full of great ideas. Don't automatically
nix a suggestion. Tonight: Get into the
mood of the weekend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
**** Prepare to be challenged during
the next few weeks. If there is a problem,
others will let you know loud and clear.
Use your good sense of humor, and listen! Interesting information comes forward when brainstorming. Get into your
weekend mind-set ASAP Tonight: Just
don't be alone.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You see others in a far different light than they see themselves. Give
such people feedback. Use your dedication to charge your work atmosphere. A
lot happens extremely quickly. You have
many ideas. Consider a workspace at
home. Tonight: Your home is your castle.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** The more you hear, the more
ideas you get. Work with someone as a
team. Defeat negativity. Emphasize what
you love in your life as opposed to what

you must do. Let go of heavy responsibilities, and put on your dancing shoes.
Humor marks your mood..Tonight: Do
only what you consider fun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Stop pushing a family member
into thinking like you. What seems like
an unreasonable suggestion will work.
You need to reonent your thinking about
money. Other perspectives open doors.
Family gains importance dunng the next
few weeks. Tonight: Treat another to dinner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Others look to you for
answers and plans. Keep communication
flowing. Start a brainstorming session.
Network with others. You visualize a situation considerably differently than
someone else does. Help another get past
a self-imposed mental restriction.
Tonight: Whatever makes you smile.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** * Dig into possibilities. Forge
ahead, knowing what your limits really
are. Though another might not understand exactly what is going on with you,
he honors your request. Study up on
some financial possibilities. Understand
someone better through sharittronight:
Take a night off.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Aim for what you want.
Bring fnends and associates together.
You work best in groups. Stay focused on
your long-term objectives here. Realize ,
what it is that you want from others.
Without realizing it, you inspire others.
Aim for more of what you want. Tonight:
Leader of the gang.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Stay on top of work. Deal with
someone who is in charge. Your instincts
work wonders as you seek out solutions
and come up with great answers. Share
your ideas with those around you. You
perfect what was already a great idea.
Tonight: A must appearance.

BORN TODAY
Painter
Paul
Cezanne
(1839),
singer/actress Dolly Parton (1946),
writer Edgar Allan Poe (1809)
see

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

7.00%
(January,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regaidless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3000.. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

BOB
CORNELISON

753-4703
Ad #99ANN006

WANT ADS
WORK

520

HELLO TO
GOOD BUYS

The Calloway County High School Chapter of F.C.C.L.A
recently sponsored a gingerbread house contest to raise
money for the Santa Project. The houses were donated to
local families. Pictured are Marlin Williams, Lyle Kirks, Josh
Cleaver, Tasha Phelps, and Tiffany Beane who participated
in this event.

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

270-759-4979

CALL 877-310-2299 FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE

Location: Across street from MSU Campus. Traveling Hwy.
641/121 South turn right at Hardees. Go 4 blocks, then left onto
N. 16th. Property on right.

LEAF your leaves to us
Leaf removal or mulching
Call David at I3eechy
Creek Grounds Maintence
436-5085
559-5943 cell

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

.pAIFi.

winG
etamm
ailic
i

503 N. 16th Street, Murray, KY

LEAVES, LEAVES,
LEAVES!

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

410—T

Sat., Jan. 27th •10:07 a.m.

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Give us a call Yes we
clean gutters
Phone 436-5759

M & T Painting

In cooperation with

R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS U.S.A.• R.A.R.E. AUCTIONS U.S.A.

HANDYMAN
Carpentry
electi,cal,
plumbing vinyl, windows,
doors, gutters, install or
clean Also help move Of
clean out buildings, garages. haul junk oft No job
too small 753-7416

Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
ALL Carpentry,
motor home, boats, RVs
Electrical.
Home building, additions, Excellent protection, high
remodeling. Rotten floors quality. Roy Hill 436-2113.
COMMERCIAL
sagging roofs. Home &
RESIDENTIAL
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
Cleaning Service
References Call Larry
Free Estimates
Nimmo
753-3858
753-9372, 753-0353

Auction Location:
Shoney's Inn
1503 N. 12th Street, Murray, KY

Home may be viewed by appointment with
Kopperud Realty.

Offered

Run a Classified.

LOOKING FOR
A NEW CAR
OR TRUCK!

LOOK
HERE
PEPPERSAUTO.COM
••

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT': I'm a 66-year-old
grandmother who is concerned about
the Ritalin my 10-year-old grandson
takes twice a day for ADD. Is this
drug safe for someone so young?
DEAR READER: Attention deficit
disorder, also known as ADHD,(attention deficit hyperactivity disorder) is a
poorly understood condition marked
by short attention span, emotional
instability, impulsive behavior and
easy distractibility. It is now commonly treated with nervous system stimulants, such as Ritalin and Adderal. ln
conjunction with ancillary therapy,
such as counseling and special learning programs, these medicines appear
to help children with ADD. However,
the drugs must be administered
under close medical supervision
because of side effects, which include
nervousness, insomnia, rash, loss of
appetite and weight, headache,
abdominal pain and rapid pulse,
among others.
Many authorities have become convinced that ADD is overdiagnosed and
that the stimulants are too often
improperly prescribed. For example,
well-wishing parents frequently insist
on such prescriptions so that their
children will raise their grades a point
or two. Or the youngsters may be
given drugs inappropriately because
-they are-going through a "stage" of
disruptive school behavior that is perfectly normal and, without therapy,
would resolve itself. Finally, no one
knows the deleterious effects of
chronic stimulant-use in school children.
Today, there is general concern that
we are endorsing the drugging of a
generation of young people. Experts
bemoan the fact that many parents do
not appreciate the risks of central
nervous system stimulants. Do we
truly want to cause health hazards in
the next generation for clearly trivial
reasons? Should we, in fact, be much
more selective in choosing which children have bona fide reasons for drug
therapy?
Over the next few months and
years, we will almost certainly witness a dramatic alteration in the criteria used in defining this problem,
which is achieving national recognition.
Having more than once gone on
record as opposing the relatively

BLONDIE

CATHY
I TRIED T
['0
GET THE FLU

I

SHOT, BUT
THEY (A)ERE
OUT, 50 I
GOT THE FLU!)

I GOT
THE FLU
SHOT, BUT
I (TOT
THE FLU
ANYWAY!2

indiscriminate use of Ritalin and
Adderal, I must admit that, in many
instances, the medications can make
a huge difference Therefore, with
respect to your grandson, his pediatrician is probably the best judge of the
necessity and dosage of the Ritalin.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the correct time to take laxatives, vitamins or
Metamucil — before, during or after
meals?
DEAR READER: It probably makes
no difference whether laxatives and
vitamins are taken before, during or
after eating. Customarily, laxatives
are taken at bedtime (to produce
results about eight hours later at an
appropriate time) and vitamins can be
consumed after a meal (to reduce the
incidence of gastric upset).
As far as I know, however, in most
cases these products can be swallowed at any convenient time.
Remember that Metamucil is not a
laxative; it is a stool-bulking agent
that can cause a feeling of abdominal
fullness that may interfere with
appetite. Therefore, it's best taken
after meals.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Fads I: Vitamins & Minerals."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send ;2 to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine
just canceled her wedding that was
to take place a month from now. We
already had an engagement party
and a bridal shower for her.
I assumed since the wedding was
canceled, the gifts would be
returned. Instead, my friend asked
me how much I spent so she could
reimburse me, because she likes my
gift too much to return it. She further stated that members of her
family had refused to take back
their gifts when asked. 1 was too
shocked to respond to her question.
How should I have answered her
question about how much I spent
for her gift? (By the way, she was
engaged once before but canceled
the wedding before the shower.)
The gifts from the engagement
party were never returned — 80
now I have given two engagement
gifts and a shower gift to someone
who never got married.
Which leads to another question
— should she ever become engaged
again, must I give her a third gift?
CONFUSED IN
WEST CALDWELL,N.J.
DEAR CONFUSED: Since
you have already given two
engagement gifts and a shower
gift, I see no reason why you
should feel obligated to give
again should your friend get in
the way of cupid's arrow. Tell
her exactly how much you
spent for the wedding gift she's
keeping so she can reimburse
you for the expense. She's trying to do the right thing and
shouldn't be criticized for it.
*

It's Easy When You Know How

Samoas
Thin Mints

6‘)

CROSSWORDS

ir4,1

41 — Lingus
42 A — of
robins
43 Second
person
44 Modify
45 Presley ID
47 Animal
welfare org
49 Barely
53 Become
electrically
charged
57 French yes
58 Eskimo boat
60 Neckpiece
61 Artist's deg
62 Late film
director
Louis —
63 Paddle

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
wHERE ARE you
&ONG 7
To STUD
WITH ERIC

Ten years ago
most important, standing up
straight.
Melody Parker and Jacob FalIf she follows these instructions, well were named as 1991 Junior 4she will walk smoothly. Balancing a
H Queen and King at the Calloway
book on top of the head can be
added later. I'm sure models are County 4-H Achievement and
Awards Dinner at Calloway County
still taught these teclunques.
DEIRDRE MADDEN, High School cafeteria.
Faye Rogers, Jean Fleming and
MEDINA,OHIO
Connie Atteberry, members of
DEAR DEIRDRE: May I be Murray Business and Professional
frank? Thank you for the input,
Women, attended the Interim
but it seems like a lot to rememand Fall Conference for the
Board
ber just to make it from point A
to point B. I also heard from a Kentucky BPW Club at Ashland.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones were
foot specialist who asked me to
remind women that more married 50 years Jan. IS.
important than walking graceBirths reported include a girl to
fully in high heels is to wear Janice and Brian Rogers, Jan. 16.
shoes that fit properly. An
Twenty years ago
entire
industry (bunion
John Reed Quertermous M.D.
removal) was spawned by the
will
join his father. John C.
popularity of ill-fitting, spikeQuertermous M.D., and Russell E.
heeled shoes.
Howard M.D. for internal medicine
*4.*
practice at the Internal Medicine
DEAR ABBY: My mother recent- Associates at 205 South Eighth St.,
ly passed away. I have been receivMurray, Jan. 19.
ing fruit baskets, flowers, Mass
Elected as 1981 officers of Twin
cards and sympathy cards from my
Lakers Good Sam Recreational Vefriends, co-workers and family.
I realize that I must send thank- hicle Chapter here were Grover
you notes for baskets, flowers and Burkett, Guy Cunningham and
Mass cards. Is it also necessary to Frances Wilkerson.
send a note back if someone sent me
Murray State University Racers,
a printed card with their signature coached by Ron Greene, beat Westor a printed card with a written
ern Hilltoppers 59 to 57 in an'overnote to me?
MOURNING IN time basketball game. High team
WORCESTER,MASS. scorers were Glen Green and Lamont Sleets for Murray and T. WilDEAR MOURNING: I would. son for Western.
Everyone who has made the
Thirty years ago
effort to reach out to you in
A break-in was reported at
your time of sorrow should be
Houston-McDevitt Clinic Inc., on
acknowledged.
the night of Jan. 16. Stolen were
approximately $500 worth of drugs
and all the money in the drink,

DEAR ABBY: I would like to
respond to "Not Very Graceful in
Provo, Utah," who asked how
women in high heels could walk so
gracefully.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
When I went through modeling
school in the 1950s, we were taught
to walk in high heels by:
(1) Placing the toe area down
first, followed very quickly by the
heel, so the whole foot was down at
take the two-way club finesse to
the same time.
South dealer.
make the slam. But South had
(2) Walking with knees slightly East-West vulnerable.
flexed.
been to the wars before and was
NORTH
Get your
not inclined to stake the outcome
* J 9852
(3) Pulling our ribs "out of the
on guessing which defender had
(figuratively speaking
V A6
abdomen"
and
the queen of clubs. Instead, he
•8
without doing anything special with
embarked on a line of play that
before its too late!
the shoulders, not to lean back, and
(i)A J 973
assured the slam regardless of
EAST
WEST
where the queen of clubs was lo+6
+ 74
DAILY COMICS
cated.
V J9532
VICQ107
After playing the ace oftrumps
•K J74
•Q9632
at trick two, he cashed the ace of
4Q 5 4
482
diamonds and ruffed a diamond in
SOUTH
dummy This was followed by a
*AKQ103
low trump to the king and another
V84
diamond ruff in dummy By this
•A105
time, the stage was set for a sure.K106
fire endplay.
The bidding-.
Declarer exited from dummy
East
North
West
South
Pass with a heart, and it did not matter
4•
Pass
1+
Pass which defender won the trick.
5'
Pass
4 NT
Whoever wound up on lead would
6+
next have to return either a club
Opening lead — king of hearts.
Considerthisdeal whereSouth (trapping the queen)or a heart or
got to six spades on the bidding a diamond (allowing South to disshown. North's four-diamond bid card a club as he ruffed in dummy)
The elimination play executed
(called a "splinter") was conventional; it showed the values for a by declarer followed the usual patforcingjump-raise to three spades tern. South first eliminated suit
OUR. A:00AM BUSINESS
EVERYONE IN
I 6'01" THE
and at the same time specified a No.1(spades),followed by suit No.
FArAlLY HAS
BRIEFING: "BRiEF" REFERS
FLU SHOT, BUT
2(diamonds). He then put the en(or void) in diamonds.
singleton
70 THE PART Of THE MEETA DIFFERENT
I KT lT
hearts, emy on lead with suit No.3(hearts)
of
king
the
led
West
ING THAT HAS ANYTHING
FLU THAN THE
TOO LATE, SO
taken by dummy's ace. Superfi- to force the return of suit No. 4
70 DO LOITH BUSINESS.
ONE THE FLU
I'LL PROBABLY
cially, it seemed that declarer (clubs). That's how most eliminaIS FOR!
GET THE FLU!
would have to guess which way to tion plays work.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
02001 King Features Syndicate Inc
I
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

OH,6IMME A BREAKI
WHAT EXACTLy ARE
yOU GONNA STuDtF
ANIMAL
MAENETISM2

THERE'S MORE TO
OUR RELATIONSHlP
THAkJ MERE PHySicAL
ATTRACT1ON,CANDACE
WE UNDERSTAND
EACH OTHER we
DON'T HAVE TO SPEAK
WE JUSTSEEM
TO KNOW
WHAT 11-IC
OTHER IS
THINK-

-CrARFEELD
BEEN EATING' THOSE FRUITSHAPED REFRIGERATOR
MAGNETS AGA I N?

e-

MAYBE

1 Ornamental
knot
4 Slumber
9 Knock
12 Lad
13 Little swine
14 Day before
holiday
15 Kelsey
Grammar
senes
17 Filmdom's
Danny —
19 Secretary s
error
21 Half an em
22 Words in a
Beatles tune
25 I think
therefore -27 March date
31 Sound at
Halloween
32 Ocean
34 Grad -to-be
35 Tropical fruit
36 Charlotte —
37 Prosecutor
(abbr
38 Adorn
I
12

2

3

5

6

PEANUTS

7

I'M JUST 6LAC,
HAVE W HEALTH

9

8

,18

17
21

7

26

28 .

- 30

32

40

38
42

41

is a

ill

46

4ci

II

10

14

24

31

IT COE5N'T BOTHER ME

Marshall
7 Breakfast
item
8 TV marine
9 Religious
figure, for
short
10 "— Maria11 —diem
16 Nice season

13
18

23
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QUIT
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1 UK
broadcasters
2 Companion
of aati
3 25th letter
4 Agile
5 With speech
impediment
6 Actor

70
22

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

4

—
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53

51
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III
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in dui
Ill iil•

18 In readiness
(2 wds I
20 Grain
22 -A Doll's
House'
author
23 Entertainer
Mel —
24 Ms Derek
26 Animal with
pouch
28 Football pos
29 Type of duck
30 -- Movie"
32 Be ill
33 Cheer
35 Threw a party
for
39 Streisand ID
40 Greek island
41 Rough lava
44 A Morrison
46 — pudding
48 Short name
for popular
soda
49 Fireplace
shelf
50 —
Wiedersehen
51 Inlet
52 — Sumac
54 African native
55 Small
organisms
56 Cereal spike
59 Negative
prefix

cigarette and candy machines, according to police reports.
Navy Seaman Apprentice Hk1 E.
Nance graduated from recruit training at Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill.
Lesa Robertson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Flavil Robertson, was
crowned as "Miss Rainbow for the
Year" by Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for girls.
Forty years ago
The newly expanded Corvette
Bowling Lanes Inc. will hold open
house Jan. 21 and 22. according to
Clarence Rowhedder, manager, and
Ralph Taylor, assistant manager.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds, coached by Cal Luther, beat
East Tennessee 92 to 64 in a basketball game. Mike O'Riordian was
high scorer for Murray.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Murray High School
Tigers 59 to 56 in a basketball
game. High team scorers were Don
Curd for CCHS and Robert Lee for
MHS.
Fifty years ago
Lower electric rates for all customers of Murray Electric System
will go into effect on bills rendered
'after Feb. 15. the lowering of
rates, announced this week by Murray Electric Plant Board, will save
local users of electricity more than
$25,000 a year.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, head of the social sciences department at Murray
State College, spoke about "The
Far East" at a meeting of Murray
Branch of American Association of
University Women.

LIODAY IN HISTORY
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 18, the
18th day of 2001. There are 347
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 18, 1912, English explorer Robert F. Scott and his expedition reached the South Pole, only
to discover that Roald Amundsen
had beaten them to it. (Scott and his
party perished during the return
trip.)
On this date:
In 1967. Albert DeSalvo, who
claimed to be the "Boston Strangler," was convicted in Cambridge.
Mass., of armed robbery, assault
and sex offenses. (Sentenced to
life, DeSalvo was killed by a fellow
inmate in 1973.)
In 1990, a jury in Los Angeles
acquitted former preschool operators Raymond Buckey and his
mother, Peggy McMartin Buckey,
of 52 child molestation charges.
Five years ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin announced that
82 hostages were freed when his
forces wiped out Chechen fighters
in Pervomayskaya. ending a weeklong standoff; however, he said 18
other hostages were missing. Lisa
Marie Presley-Jackson filed for divorce from Michael Jackson.
One year ago: In a blow to the
Pentagon's push to develop a national missile defense by 2005. officials announced that a prototype
missile interceptor had roared into
space in search of a mock warhead
over the Pacific. but had failed to
hit it.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.
Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
$69.50
6 mo.
$98.00
1 yr.
Nlone Order

Check
Visa

wc

Name
Street Address

City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

11urray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
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Campus Lights to feature The Wizard of Oz'

4r,

The b4th production ot Campus Lights will feature L. Frank
Baum's "The Wizard of Oz."
The show will be in Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State University Jan. 25-28.
"The Wizard of Or" is based
on the play written for the Royal
Shakespeare Company by L. Frank
Baum, with music from the MGM
motion picture score by Harold
Arlen and E.Y. Harburg.
The story opens in Kansas with
little Dorothy Gale who, like so
many other girls her age, dreams
of what lies over the rainbow. One
day a twister hits her home and
carnci,, 11= far away — aver the
rainbow.

piLturesque embarks on remarkable journey to
She lands in
Munchkinland. home of the fasci- see the Wizard.
The production at Murray State
nating Munchkins. In the land of
a cast of more than 30
involves
fairyOz. Dorothy meets her first
and an orchestra selectmembers
Witch
Good
the
Glinda,
figure,
land
at MSU.
ed
from
students
of the North.
from
Murray who
MSU
students
Dorothy
The Munchkins believe
to be a heroine because in land- are involved in the production are
ing, her house killed their long- Emily Robertson and Chris Yoo.
Robertson is a sophomore pubtime tormentor, the Wicked Witch
lic relations/theatre major at MSU
of the East.
Dorothy only wants to return and is Serving as stage manager.
Yoo, who is also a sophomore
home to her Aunt Em and Uncle
Henry. Glinda advises her to seek at Murray State and is a music
the great Wizard of Oz who can education major, has the role of
help her find her way back home. General Winkie.
In addition, several school chilAccompanied by three friends,
from- the Murray :area-- are •
Area
the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodsman
as Munchkins in the proserving
and the Cowardly Lion. Dorothy

duction.
They include Matthew Parker,
Alex Farris, Rebecca Raj, Nathan
Koehler, John Shuler Quertermous,
Mady Trevathan, Molly Anderson,
Sara Hale, Adam Blodgett, Justin
Blodgett, Alyssa Erickson and Alex
Adams.
Daniel Hale does double duty
as a Munchkin and a tree. James
Hale is a tree in the production.
The show is sponsored by Phi
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota,
the two music fraternities on campus, in conjunction with the music
department.
Tickets for the "Wizard of Oz"
• are $5 for adults and $3 for students Tickets may be purchased

Spring edition offilm series to begin
Murray State University's spring
edition of Cinema International
kicks off Jan. 18-20, with a showing of "All About My Mother."
The film will be shown nightly at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on MSU's campus.
The 1999 Spanish film is all
about the fundamental human relationships which give us whatever
anchorage we can muster in a sea
of human indifference.
When her 17-year-old son is
killed in an accident in Madrid,
Manuela is compelled to return to

Barcelona to retrace her steps and
reconnect with the past. She searches for the boy's father to tell him
that the son he never knew is
dead.
There is no going home, of
course, but en route she encounters a series of bizarre characters
and experiences.
"All About My Mother" stars
Cecilia Roth and won an Academy Award for Best Foreign Film.
Directed by Roberto Almodovar, the
101-minute film is rated "R." The
film is in Spanish with English
subtitles.
MSU students, faculty. staff and
community members are invited
to attend the showing at no charge.

There are numerous roles for payable to JPDC.
For more information concerndancers of all levels ages 9 through
ing rehearsal schedules, direcadult.
The roles include: Alice, The tions for auditions, or general inforWhite Rabbit,The Queen Of Hearts; mation, contact Karen Balzer.
Caterpillar; Cheshire Cat; March artisitc director at (270) 767-0579.
•
Hare: Door Mouse: Mad Hatter,
"Alice in Wonderland" is fundas well as ensemble roles. Dancers
are to wear appropriate dance attire ed in part by the Kentucky Arts
for auditions. Audition fee is $15, Council, a state agency!,

at the door, or they may be tesersed
in advance.
Show dates and times are Jan.
25-27, 8 p.m.; Jan. 28, 1:30 p.m.
For more information or ticket
reservations, call the music department at (270) 762-4288.
A reception for alumni of Phi
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota
will be held Jan. 27 at 6 p.m. in

the Performing Arts Hall in the
Doyle Fine Arts Building.
Alumni of the two organizations who plan to attend should
R.S.V.P. to the music department
at (270) 762-4288.
As a precaution, some audience
members may need to be aware
that strobe lights will be used in
the production.

Warren paintings on display
at Clara M.Eagle Art Gallery
Samuel Eli Warren, a bachelor's
degree candidate at Murray State
University, is exhibiting his an in
the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery Jan. 18-28.
In the exhibition titled "Slumber Party," Warren is showing 11
paintings including a self portrait.
The other 10 paintings depict animals as you rarely see them.
Much like some Renaissance
painters exploring the human body.
he has stripped away the skin and
flesh to reveal what makes them
work.
"Ever since I was a kid I have
been interested visually in the bodies of animals, especially their
inner workings," he said in his
artist statement.

"The paintings are not horrific
by any means," said Albert Sperath,
gallery director. "Sam has interpreted, in a very painterly fashion, the muscles, tendons and organs
of the animals he has chosen to
paint. They are less about the animal and more about Sam and his
interpretation of the subject matter."
A reception for the artist will
be at 6 p.m. Jan. 18 in the seventh- floor lobby of Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Fifteenth and
Olive streets.
Hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and from
1 to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Call to confirm shows and hours
at (270-762-3052).

Auditions for
'Alice in
Wonderland' "Fantasies"
Sat. Jan. 27th
to be held
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will be holding auditions for its upcoming touring production of "Alice in Wonderland"
Jan. 21 from 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Auditions will be held on the
second floor of the Woodmen Of
The World building located on Third
and Maple streets in Murray.
As a part of the JPDC 10
Anniversary Celebration, "Alice in
Wonderland" will be performed on
March 9 at Calloway County High
School; March 10 at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum at Murray State; March 16 at Heath High
School and the National Quilt
Museum.
Johnnye Burham of Atlanta, Ga.,
has composed an original musical
composition for this production.

Featuring

FREDERIC HAND
GUITARIST
A dynamic performer with
irresistabie energy
and momentum!
Tilghman Auditorium 8PM

For Ticket Info. Call:
Paginculi Symphony

Orchestra
(270) 444-0065 or
(800) 738-3727
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